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English Dexway Academy

  English Dexway Academy - Level A1 - Course 1

    Unit 1

      Greetings

Aims: to introduce and recycle vocabulary and structures through a series of interactive exercises such as word and sentence picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items.

      People

Aims: to consolidate what has been studied in the previous lessons through a series of interactive exercises. This includes listening

comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items. The listening practice is carried

out through writing activities such as: gap-filling exercises, sentence completion and film dubbing.

      Introducing yourself

Aims: to consolidate what has been studied in the previous lessons through a series of interactive exercises. This includes listening

comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items. The listening practice is carried

out through writing activities such as: gap-filling exercises, sentence completion and film dubbing. 

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 2

      How old are you?

Aims: to introduce and recycle vocabulary and structures through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items. Structures

and functions include the verb "to be" in the affirmative, short forms, talking about ages, general vocabulary and introductions in the third

person. Exercises include the association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, grammar activities such as matching

questions and answers and sentence completion through gap-filling exercises.   

      How are the children?

Aims: to introduce and recycle structures and sentences through a series of interactive exercises. This includes student-led listening

practice with vocabulary items  from the topics of the family, home and  numbers 0-10. There is also writing practice on the same lexical

themes and pronunciation practice with listen and repeat exercises.

      Happy birthday!

Aims: To consolidate the vocabulary, structures and grammar previously studied through a series of interactive exercises such as:

complete the sentences, choose the correct word or option, listening activities, and dub the film. Themes include: the verb "to be" in the

affirmative short form, numbers 1-10, vocabulary related to age, families, the home and introductions.  

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons.

    Unit 3

      Meeting new people

Aims: to introduce and recycle vocabulary and structures through a series of interactive exercises such as: word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items. The

structures and functions are focused on: adjectives; the verb "to be" in affirmative; extended personal information; the correct use of

subject pronouns; talking about countries; nationalities and every day expressions. Pronunciation practice includes listen and repeat

exercises and the association of sentences and words with their corresponding pictures.

      Where I'm from

Aims: to study and practice the target grammar and useful phrases through a series of interactive exercises covering the verb "to be" in

affirmative; long and short forms; extended personal information; determiners: a/an;  expressing similarity using also or too; and talk about

countries and nationalities. Activities include pronunciation practice with useful phrases, listen and repeat, association of sentences and

words with corresponding pictures, matching questions and answers and sentence completion via gap-filling.

      Pleased to meet you
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Aims: to consolidate and review vocabulary and structures through a series of interactive exercises such as: listening and writing,

pronunciation, listen and repeat, choose the correct word and complete the sentences, dub the film and choosing synonymous sentences.

The verb "to be" in affirmative; long and short forms; talking about surnames extended personal information; determiners "a" or "an";

spelling surnames; expressing similarity using "also" or "too"; talking about countries and nationalities using "from".

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons.

    Unit 4

      At the party

Aims: to introduce and recycle vocabulary and structures through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items. Structures

and functions include: adjectives; the verb "to be" in interrogative and negative forms; talking about jobs; giving extended personal

information; plurals and the demonstrative pronouns "this" and "these". The vocabulary section looks at nationalities and the pronunciation

practice focuses on sentence practice with listen and repeat exercises.

      What is this?

Aims: to learn and practice grammar through a series of interactive exercises as gap-filling, choose the correct word and listen and repeat

the interrogative and negative forms of verb "to be"; jobs;  the determiners "this" and "these" and  the interrogative pronoun "what". 

      Who's who

Aims: to consolidate and review vocabulary, grammar and structures previously studied through a series of interactive exercises such as

listening and writing, pronunciation of useful phrases by listening and repeating, choosing an option and gap-filling. Areas covered include

the interrogative and negative forms of the verb "to be"; jobs; extended personal information; determiners "this" "these" and regular plural

nouns. Listening comprehension exercises include filling in a form, multiple choice, dub the film and choosing synonymous sentences.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 5

      Making new friends

In this lesson, specific vocabulary expressions related to an activity or a specific area will be studied through a variety of situations in order

for the student to be able to cope, without any problems, everyday situations related to this particular field. 

      Numbers and colours

In this lesson, specific vocabulary expressions related to an activity or a specific area will be studied through a variety of situations in order

for the student to be able to cope, without any problems, everyday situations related to this particular field. 

      As time goes by

In this lesson, specific vocabulary expressions related to an activity or a specific area will be studied through a variety of situations in order

for the student to be able to cope, without any problems, everyday situations related to this particular field. 

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 6

      Shopping out of town

In this lesson, specific vocabulary expressions related to an activity or a specific area will be studied through a variety of situations in order

for the student to be able to cope, without any problems, everyday situations related to this particular field. 

      On the go

In this lesson, specific vocabulary expressions related to an activity or a specific area will be studied through a variety of situations in order

for the student to be able to cope, without any problems, everyday situations related to this particular field. 

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 
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    Unit 7

      Flying away - Typical situation

A practical immersion in the language, where by the student will live through a real life situation, similar to one they would confront in the

language in which they are learning. In this lesson the student will be introduced to new vocabulary, then once the exercise has been

completed, they will then have an opportunity to do some practice with this same new vocabulary. 

      Nice to meet you - Dialogue

The student will listen to a series of questions which they can answer freely. In this lesson new vocabulary will be introduced. Once the

lesson has finished, the student will then be able to have some practice with this same new vocabulary.

      Making new friends - Vocabulary practice

Revision of knowledge and vocabulary which has been acquired so far.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Course revision

      Final test

In this last lesson of the course, the student will come across a variety of exercises which will help consolidate and evaluate the knowledge

which has been acquired throughout the duration of the course.

  English Dexway Academy - Level A1 - Course 2

    Unit 1

      First day at work

Aims: to introduce and recycle vocabulary and structures through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items. Structures

and functions focus on an introduction to telling the time, the determiners: this, that, these and those, as well as, an introduction to days of

the week.

      Day and time

Aims: to study and practice the grammar through a series of interactive exercises. Structures and functions focus on telling the time using

the numbers 0-12 and o'clock, the determiners: “this”, “that”, “these” and “those”, "there is" and "there are". Students practice the

possessive adjectives: “my”, “its”, “his”, “her”, “their” and the possessive "s" as well as expressing similarity using "also" and "too". The

vocabulary section focuses on work; an extended presentation of the days of the week; cinema; and an introduction to ordinal numbers:

first, second, third etc. Exercises include matching questions and answers, sentence completion and gap-filling.

      When's the film?

Aims: to consolidate and review vocabulary, grammar and structures through a series of interactive exercises such as: pronunciation

practice through listening and repeating, listening and taking notes, choosing the correct word or option, gap-filling, dubbing a film and

recognising synonymous sentences. There is a focus on telling the time by using the numbers 0-12 and o'clock; determiners: this, that,

these and those; the positive, negative and interrogative forms of "there is" and "there are"; possessive adjectives: my, its, his, her, their;

the possessive "s" and ordinal numbers: first, second, third etc. There is also extended practice of the days of the week and times of the

day: morning, afternoon, evening, night.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 2

      Talking about themselves

Aims: to introduce and recycle vocabulary and structures through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items,  structures

and functions. Students will also participate in pronunciation practice at sentence level through listening and repetition. This lessons deals

with prepositions of place and time such as: at home or at the beach, in a meeting, at one o'clock. The vocabulary section introduces the

theme of money meals: breakfast, lunch and dinner.

      What they do
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Aims: to introduce and practice the target grammar through a series of interactive exercises using the present simple affirmative of

common verbs needed to talk about daily activities, as well as, the numbers 13-30. There is also pronunciation practice through listening

to and repeating after a native speaker.

      On Tuesdays

Aims: to consolidate and review vocabulary, grammar and structures such as the present simple affirmative of common verbs, the

vocabulary used to talk about breakfast, lunch, dinner, money and also the numbers 13-30. The interactive exercises are based on

listening and repeating useful sentences, listening and choosing the correct option, gap-filling, dubbing a film and recognising synonymous

sentences. 

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 3

      An appointment with the mayor

Aims: to introduce and recycle vocabulary and structures through a series of interactive exercises such as, word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues, and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items. The

structures and their functions that are given provide an introduction to the content of  the next lesson. These include frequency

expressions "every" and "usually" as well as the present simple affirmative of daily verbs, prepositions of time: "at", "until", "after"; daily

activities and  irregular plurals such as "person" and "people".

      Day-to-day of a mayor

Aims: to present and practice the target grammar and some useful phrases through a series of interactive exercises. There is a focus on

frequency adverbs and expressions such as "every", "usually" and "sometimes", and the present simple affirmative of daily verbs. This

section also looks at the prepositions of time: "at", "until" and "after"; the use of articles: "a", "an", "the", or - (zero article), let's + infinitive

for suggestions; irregular plurals such as "person" and "people"; and time - fractions of an hour. Activities include pronunciation practice

with listen and repeat exercises and sentence completion by filling the gaps.

      Tell us about your day

Aims: to consolidate and review vocabulary, grammar and structures through a series of interactive exercises such as: listening and

writing; listening and repeating; arranging sentences; choosing the correct word or option, reading and writing: error correction, dubbing

the film, recognising synonymous sentences, etc. The learner continues to practice the frequency expressions: "every", "usually" and

"sometimes"; the present simple affirmative of common verbs; prepositions of time: "at", "until", "after"; the correct use of articles: "a", "an",

"the" or - (zero article); let's + infinitive for suggestions; irregular plurals: person/people; and the time-fractions of an hour.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 4

      A table for two, please!

Aims: to introduce and recycle vocabulary and structures through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items.

      What's on the menu?

Aims: to introduce, present and practice the target grammar - the present simple in the interrogative and negative forms - through a series

of interactive exercises which include selecting the right picture according to audio stimuli, choosing the right word or option in a set

context, listening and repeating sentences, filling in the gaps and making interrogative or negative sentences from affirmative sentences or

vice versa. Structures and functions include: vocabulary related to food and drinks, structures to ask about prices using ‘How much?’ and

the negative and interrogative forms of daily verbs in the present simple. 

      Do you take sugar?

Aims: to introduce, present and practice the target grammar - the present simple in the interrogative and negative forms - through a series

of interactive exercises which include selecting the right picture according to audio stimuli, choosing the right word or option in a set

context, listening and repeating sentences, filling in the gaps and making interrogative or negative sentences from affirmative sentences or

vice versa. Structures and functions include: ordering food in a restaurant, asking about prices using ‘How much?’, the negative and

interrogative forms of daily verbs in the present simple and the correct use of ‘a’  and ‘ some’.

      At the restaurant
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Aims: to review and consolidate grammar, structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises such as practicing

pronunciation by listening to and repeating useful phrases, listening and filling in the gaps, selecting the correct word or option, dubbing a

film or choosing synonymous sentences on topics such as: ordering food in a restaurant, asking about prices using ‘How much?’, the

present simple negative and interrogative of daily verbs, the use of ‘a’ and ‘some’. Vocabulary includes: food, numbers 30 to 100 and

money.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 5

      Work duties

Aims: to review the contents of the block through a series of video clips and listening exercises as well as interactive exercises such as fill

in the gaps, select the correct option, etc. This is a comprehensive revision of all the topics covered. The student will review: the present

simple of daily verbs, describing daily routine, adjectives, nationalities, jobs, telling the time and days of the week.

      Helping at home

Aims: to review the contents of the block through a series of interactive exercises such as reading practice, pronunciation of vocabulary

covered, listening and filling in the gaps, choosing the right option, etc. During this comprehensive revision of the topics covered the

student will review: the present simple of daily verbs, describing daily routine, ‘a’ and ‘some’, adjectives, the positive, negative and

interrogative forms of  ‘there is’ and ‘there are’, nationalities, jobs, telling the time, days of the week and the numbers 0 -100.

      Home sweet home - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read and listen to a written passage of text about the different types of houses in the United Kingdom and then

answer a series of questions. These questions follow a sequential order and elicit students' skills on active reading. Readers are asked to

peruse the passage for the general meaning, particular details and logical inferences. The suggested activities comprise of 9 multiple-

choice questions, and an example is provided. By practising active and effective reading, students acquire strong cognitive skills such as

attention, auditory analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing speed and visualisation.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 6

      Using public transport

In this lesson specific vocabulary will be studied and expressions related to an activity or a specific area through a variety of situations in

order for the student to be able to cope without any problems in everyday situations related to this particular field. 

      In a taxi or on a bus?

In this lesson specific vocabulary will be studied and expressions related to an activity or a specific area through a variety of situations in

order for the student to be able to cope without any problems in everyday situations related to this particular field. 

      Traffic signs

In this lesson specific vocabulary will be studied and expressions related to an activity or a specific area through a variety of situations in

order for the student to be able to cope without any problems in everyday situations related to this particular field. 

      Public transport - Vocabulary practice

In this lesson specific vocabulary will be studied and expressions related to an activity or a specific area through a variety of situations in

order for the student to be able to cope without any problems in everyday situations related to this particular field. 

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 7

      At customs, during the flight - Typical situation

A practical immersion in the language, where by the student will live through a real life situation, similar to one they would confront in the

language in which they are learning. In this lesson the student will be introduced to new vocabulary, then once the exercise has been

completed, they will then have an opportunity to practise using this new vocabulary. 

      What is your routine? - Dialogue
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The student will listen to a series of questions which they can answer freely. In this lesson new vocabulary will be introduced. Once the

lesson has finished, the student will then be able to have some practice with this same new vocabulary.

      Daily life - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read and listen to a written passage of text about daily life and routines around the world and then answer a series

of questions. These questions follow a sequential order and elicit students' skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the

passage for the general meaning, particular details and logical inferences. The suggested activities comprise of 9 true/false questions, and

an example is provided. By practising active and effective reading, students acquire strong cognitive skills such as attention, auditory

analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing speed and visualisation.

      Daily life - Vocabulary practice

Revision of knowledge and vocabulary which has been acquired so far.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Course revision

      Final test

In this last lesson of the course, the student will come across a variety of exercises which will help consolidate and evaluate the knowledge

which has been acquired throughout the duration of the course.

  English Dexway Academy - Level A2 - Course 1

    Unit 1

      Having an accident

Aims: to introduce and recycle vocabulary, functions and grammatical structures through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items.  The structures and functions introduced include the modal verbs ‘can’ and ‘can't’ for ability, exchanging telephone

numbers and addresses and the prepositions of place: over, on, in.  The vocabulary input focuses on clothes and colours through activities

such as the association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, gap-fill listening exercises, listening practice through spelling

and pronunciation practice with listen and repeat exercises as well as practice at writing sentences.

      A robbery

Aims: to introduce and recycle vocabulary and structures as well as practicing pronunciation through a series of interactive exercises such

as listening and writing activities and listening and repeating words or expressions. This lesson introduces basic telephone expressions as

well as practicing ‘can’ and ‘can’t’ for ability, the present simple and prepositions of place.  Activities include the association of sentences

and words with corresponding pictures, gap-fill listening exercises, spelling practice and pronunciation practice through listening and

repeating.

      Can I help you?

Aims: to review and consolidate vocabulary, grammar and structures through a series of interactive exercises such as listening to

complete the gaps, student-led listening with new vocabulary items, listening practice with exercises on spelling and pronunciation with

listen and repeat exercises. Structures and functions include: the modal verbs ‘can’ and ‘can't’ used for ability, permission and possibility,

exchanging personal information such as telephone numbers and addresses, the prepositions of place: over, on, in and all forms of the

present simple. The vocabulary section focuses on clothes and basic telephone expressions. Activities in this lesson include the

association of sentences and words with their corresponding pictures, listening practice with gap-fill exercises, student-led listening with

click on the vocabulary, spelling practice, pronunciation practice though listening and repetition, dubbing the film and choosing

synonymous sentences.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 2

      At the police station

Aims: to introduce and recycle vocabulary and structures through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items. The

structures and functions are focused on physical descriptions and the vocabulary section continues to focus on clothes, months and years.

Activities in this lesson include the association of sentences and words with their corresponding pictures and dialogue comprehension.
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      What does he look like?

Aims: to introduce and practice grammar and useful phrases through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, choosing the correct word in a set context, listening and repeating, etc. Structures and functions include the order of

adjectives and all forms of the present simple. The vocabulary input continues the theme of clothes and physical descriptions. Activities in

this lesson are the association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, gap-fill listening exercises, student-led listening

through clicking on the vocabulary, listening practice with an exercise on spelling and  pronunciation practice with the opportunity to listen

to and repeat a native speaker as well as reading practice with an exercise to match questions and answers.

      Do you know him?

Aims: to consolidate and review the grammar, vocabulary and structures covered through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening and writing activities, choosing the correct word or option, completing the sentences, etc. The

structures and functions revised are the order of adjectives, all forms of the present simple as well as talking about ages. There is a review

of the clothes vocabulary and physical descriptions and revision and extension of numbers. Activities in this section include the association

of sentences and words with their corresponding pictures, gap-fill listening exercises, student-led listening by clicking on the vocabulary,

practice with spelling, pronunciation practice with an exercise to listen and repeat, matching questions and answers, dubbing the film and

choosing synonymous sentences.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 3

      Tomorrow is my birthday

Aims: to introduce and recycle vocabulary and structures through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items. The

activities in this lesson are the association of sentences and words with their corresponding pictures, student-led listening and matching

words from two columns.

      Introducing my family

Aims: to introduce and practice grammar and useful phrases through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, listening and repeating, listening and writing, etc.   Structures and functions covered are: adverbs of frequency, all forms of

the present simple with the addition of new verbs, all forms of ‘have got’ and  prepositions of place: on, under, next to, in front of. The

vocabulary section revises the days of the week, physical descriptions as well as relationships and family. There are activities based on

the association of sentences and words with their corresponding pictures and listening and repetition. 

      What's the matter?

Aims: to review and consolidate grammar, vocabulary and structures through a series of interactive exercises such as choosing the correct

word or option, completing the sentences, dubbing the film, etc. Structures and functions covered include adverbs of frequency, all forms

of the present simple including new verbs, all forms of have got and prepositions of place: on, under, next to and in front of. The

vocabulary continues to concentrate on physical descriptions, relationships and family, revision of the days of the week. Activities in this

lesson are the association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, choosing the correct word or option in a given context,

dubbing the film and choosing synonymous sentences. 

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 4

      The fifth annual race

Aims: to introduce and recycle vocabulary and structures through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items. The

vocabulary focus is on places in the town and basic directions. Activities include the association of sentences and words with

corresponding pictures and dialogue comprehension.

      How do I get there?
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Aims: to introduce and practice grammar, vocabulary and functional structures through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening and repeating, listening and writing, etc. The structures and functions covered in this lesson

are prepositions of movement and the positive form of the imperative. The vocabulary continues the theme of places in the town and basic

directions as well as introducing expressions with go: go up, go down and go onto. The activities in this section are based on the

association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, gap-fill listening, student-led listening, spelling practice, pronunciation

exercises using listening and repetition, matching questions and answers and multiple choice.

      Turn left!

Aims: to consolidate and review grammar, vocabulary and structures through a series of interactive exercises such as choosing the correct

word, dubbing the film, etc. The structures and functions covered are: prepositions and the imperative. Vocabulary: places in the town,

basic directions and expressions with go: go up, go down and go onto. Activities include: the association of sentences and words with

corresponding pictures, listening to fill the gaps, student-led listening by selecting the vocabulary, spelling practice, pronunciation practice

by listening and repeating, matching questions and answers, dubbing the film, choosing synonymous sentences  and multiple choice.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 5

      Looking after her dog

Aims: to introduce and recycle vocabulary and structures through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items. The

vocabulary section introduces some common expressions: ‘I suppose so’, ‘poor thing’, ‘anyone’ and ‘someone’ and the activities include

the association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, listening to a dialogue and dialogue comprehension.

      Don't eat that!

Aims: to introduce, study and practice grammar and structures through a series of interactive exercises such as associating sentences and

words with pictures, writing sentences, and pronunciation practice, etc. The structures and functions extend the learner’s ability to give

instructions as well as introduce the language needed to express prohibition through negative imperatives. Other input includes

quantifiers: ‘a few’, ‘a little’, ‘a lot of’, ‘plenty of’, any’, ‘enough’, negative agreement using ‘either’ and expressing frequency: once, twice,

three times. The vocabulary introduced compliments these functions with the language used for giving instructions and talking about

prohibitions. The activities in this lesson include the association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, student-led listening,

spelling practice and pronunciation drilling through listening and repetition. 

      That's enough

Aims: to consolidate and review grammar, vocabulary and structures covered in the previous lessons through a series of interactive

exercises such as listening and writing, choosing the correct word or sentence and dubbing the film. The structures and functions reviewed

are: giving instructions, expressing prohibition using negative imperatives, quantifiers: ‘a few’, ‘a little’, ‘a lot of’, ‘plenty of’, ‘any’, ‘enough’,

negative agreement using ‘either’ and expressing frequency using: once, twice, three times. There is a review of the vocabulary needed to

give instructions and to talk about prohibitions. Activities in this section include: the association of sentences and words with corresponding

pictures, listening to choose the correct option, true or false listening comprehension, listening to fill in the gaps, choosing synonymous

sentences and dubbing the film.

      A good 'cuppa' - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read and listen to a written passage of text about how tea and coffee are prepared in the United Kingdom and their

importance in the British culture. After reading, students answer a series of questions that follow a sequential order and elicit their skills on

active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general meaning, particular details and logical inferences. The suggested

activity focuses on matching a statement with its corresponding section, an example is provided. By practicing active and effective reading

students acquire strong cognitive skills such as attention, auditory analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing

speed and visualisation.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 6

      What's her flight number?
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Aims: to revise the contents of the block through a variety of exercises and activities. Interactive exercises include dubbing the film,

dialogue comprehension, making sentences and filling in the gaps. This lesson provides a comprehensive revision of the topics, structures

and functions covered in the past lessons such as:’ have got’, talking about the family, directions, places in a town and asking for more

information. The vocabulary reviewed includes: physical descriptions, family and relations. The activities include: watching and dubbing a

film, listening comprehension - choosing the correct option, forming sentences and filling in the gaps.

      There's plenty of work!

Aims: to revise the contents of the block through a variety of exercises and activities. Interactive exercises include: choosing the correct

word, true or false listening comprehension, reading and ordering, listening to fill in the gaps, etc. The revision of structures and functions

covers:’ have got’, talking about the family, directions, places in a town, asking for more information, possessive 's', imperatives and

prepositions. The vocabulary reviewed follows the same themes of physical descriptions, family and relations.

      At the airport - Additional vocabulary

This lesson provides students with additional materials to expand their knowledge of vocabulary on the subject of travelling, specifically

terms related to the airport context. Vocabulary is presented in context and there are follow-up exercises that provide extended practice.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 7

      Checking in and out of a hotel - Typical situation

A practical immersion in the language, where by the student will live through a real life situation, similar to one they would confront in the

language in which they are learning. In this lesson the student will be introduced to new vocabulary, then once the exercise has been

completed, they will then have an opportunity to do some practice with this same new vocabulary. 

      Being social - Dialogue

The student will listen to a series of questions which they can answer freely. In this lesson new vocabulary will be introduced. Once the

lesson has finished, the student will then be able to have some practice with this same new vocabulary.

      Las Vegas - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read and listen to a written passage of text about Las Vegas, one of the most famous cities in the USA, and then

answer a series of questions. These questions follow a sequential order and elicit students' skills on active reading. Readers are asked to

peruse the passage for the general meaning, particular details and logical inferences. The suggested activities comprise 9 multiple-choice

questions, an example is provided. By practicing active and effective reading students acquire strong cognitive skills such as attention,

auditory analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing speed and visualisation.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Course revision

      Final test

In this last lesson of the course and as a way to revise, the student will come across a variety of exercises which will help consolidate and

evaluate any knowledge which has been acquired throughout the duration of the course.

  English Dexway Academy - Level A2 - Course 2

    Unit 1

      What a mess! There was a party

Aims: to introduce structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture association, listening

comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items. Activities include the association

of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, listening to a film and answering comprehension questions. The new vocabulary

focuses on parts of the house, furniture and months of the year. 

      There was an armchair

Aims: to study and practice grammar and expressions. Structures and functions presented are: the past simple form of the verb ‘To Be’

and relevant time expressions: now, yesterday, last week, night etc. Other structures presented include: ‘there was’ and ‘there were’, an

extension of adjectives, ‘How much?’ and ‘How many?’ The practical vocabulary extends and revises the themes of house, home and

months. Activities include: the association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, gap-fill activities, student-led listening,

rewriting sentences and pronunciation practice with listen and repeat exercises.
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      Were you at work this morning?

Aims: to study and practice grammar and expressions. Structures and functions presented are: the past simple form of the verb ‘To Be’

and relevant time expressions: now, yesterday, last week, night etc. Other structures presented include: ‘there was’ and ‘there were’, an

extension of adjectives, ‘How much?’ and ‘How many?’ The practical vocabulary extends and revises the themes of house, home and

months. Activities include: the association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, gap-fill activities, student-led listening,

rewriting sentences and pronunciation practice with listen and repeat exercises.

      A flat to rent

Aims: to consolidate the grammar, vocabulary and structures covered in the lessons through a series of interactive activities. The

structures and functions reviewed are: the past simple of the verb ‘To Be’, time expressions: now, yesterday, last week, night etc, ‘there

was’ and ‘there were’, adjectives, ‘How much?’, ‘How many?’ and interrogative pronouns. The vocabulary continues with the topic of

house, home and months of the year. Activities in this lesson include: listening comprehension to choose the right option or word, listen

and write, choose the sentence which means the same, listening to fill in the gaps and dubbing the film.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 2

      Clothes shopping

Aims: to introduce structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture association, listening

comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items. The lexical focus is on shopping

vocabulary: sizes, prices, trying things on, clothes etc. Activities are based on watching a film and comprehension tasks such as matching

columns.

      Last night

Aims: to introduce, study and practice the grammar covered through a series of interactive exercises. The following structures and

functions are covered: the affirmative form of the past simple of regular verbs, too + adjective and comparison of short adjectives. The

vocabulary continues the shopping theme with: sizes, prices, trying things on and clothes. Activities in this lesson are: association of

sentences and words with corresponding pictures, gap-fill activities and student-led listening.

      The catalogue

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered through a series of interactive exercises. Structures and

functions continue with the affirmative form of the past simple tense of regular verbs and the pronunciation of –ed endings: /t/ /d/ /id/. The

review also includes the comparison of short adjectives and also too + adjective. The vocabulary continues to be associated with

shopping: sizes, prices, trying things on, clothes etc. Activities in the review include: pronunciation - listen and repeat, association of

sentences and words with corresponding pictures, listening to fill the gaps, student-led listening - click on the vocabulary, fill in the gaps

with the correct word or option, dub the film and choosing synonymous sentences.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons.

    Unit 3

      How was your day?

Aims: to introduce structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture association, listening

comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items. The learner is presented with a

number of activities such as: association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, watching a film and a following

comprehension task to match the columns.

      Better or worse

Aims: to introduce, study and practice grammar, structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises. Structures and

functions covered are: interrogative and negative forms of the past simple, irregular verbs in the past simple, expressing obligations using

‘have to’ and the comparison of long and irregular adjectives. The vocabulary in this lesson extends the learners knowledge as: seasons,

months and dates (ordinals) and means of transport.  Activities are: student-led listening - click on the vocabulary, fill in the gaps, choose

the correct word or option. 

      What did you do last Saturday?
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Aims: to revise the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of interactive exercises. The structures

and functions from the previous lessons are reviewed such as: interrogative and negative forms of the past simple, past simple of irregular

verbs, expressing obligations using ‘have to’, the comparison of long and irregular adjectives and travel - to go by + transport. Vocabulary

includes: seasons, months and dates (ordinals) and transport. Activities focus on: pronunciation - 'th’ (soft sounds) listen and repeat,

association of words and sentences with their corresponding images, listening and writing - fill in the gaps, choosing synonymous

sentences,  choosing the correct word or option,  fill in the gaps and dub the film.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 4

      Going back to England

Aims: to introduce structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture association, listening

comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items.

      What is he doing?

Aims: to introduce structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture association, listening

comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items. 

      What's the matter?

Aims: to revise, practice and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of interactive

exercises such as word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension, gap-filling, choosing the correct word and answer, etc.

Structures and functions extend the learner’s ability to use all forms of the present continuous, present simple for habitual actions vs.

present continuous for actions at the time of speaking as well as ‘some’ and ‘any’ . The vocabulary extension continues to focus on daily

routines. Activities include: association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures listening to fill the gaps, student-led listening,

write the correct word or sentence, dub the film and choosing synonymous sentences. 

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 5

      The fortune teller

Aims: to introduce structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture association, listening

comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items.

      He is going to work at home

Aims: to introduce and practice the grammar through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture association, gap-

filling activities, etc. Structures and functions include: ‘going to’ + infinitive for predictions, future plans or intentions and deductions from

visual clues, present simple for habitual actions and present continuous for temporary states.  Vocabulary extension: work and leisure,

ordinal numbers to talk about special occasions, dates and ‘get’ + married, dressed, etc. Activities are: association of sentences and words

with corresponding pictures, fill in the gaps and select the correct option. 

      What are you doing nowadays?

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises. Structures and

functions: ‘going to’ + infinitive for predictions, future plans, intentions and deductions from visual clues, present simple for habitual actions

and present continuous for temporary states. Vocabulary extension: work and leisure, ordinal numbers to talk about special occasions,

time expressions: nowadays, at the moment, dates and expressions with ‘get’ ‘get’ + married, dressed, etc. Activities include pronunciation

practice, listen and repeat, associating images with expressions, true or false listening comprehension, choosing synonymous sentences,

fill in the gaps to complete the sentences and dub the film. 

      At work - Additional vocabulary

This lesson provides students with additional materials to expand their knowledge of vocabulary on the subject of jobs and professions.

Vocabulary is presented in context and there are follow-up exercises that provide extended practice.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 6
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      Returning to work

Aims: to revise and consolidate the contents of the block through a variety of exercises and activities. Interactive exercises include

associating words with pictures, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues, dubbing the film, dialogue understanding by filling

in the gaps, etc.   A comprehensive revision of all the topics covered. The structures and functions reviewed are past simple to telling a

simple story, ‘some’ and ‘any’ and describing a house .The vocabulary focus is on the theme of house and home.  Activities include: the

association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, listening to fill the gaps, student-led listening, reading comprehension

and dub the film.

      This outfit matches

Aims: to revise and consolidate the contents of the block through a variety of exercises and activities. Interactive exercises include:

word/sentence-picture association, pronunciation practice with listen and repeat, listening comprehension to fill in the gaps, etc. A

comprehensive revision of the topics, structures and functions covered. This lesson revises: the present continuous, ‘going to’ + infinitive,

the comparative form of adjectives as well as the vocabulary associated with clothes. Activities include: association of sentences and

words with corresponding pictures, listening comprehension and gap-fill, student-led listening and pronunciation as well as listen and

repeat.

      High days and holidays - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read and listen to a written passage of text about some of the most important holidays in the UK (e.g.: Christmas)

and how they are usually celebrated. After reading, students answer a series of questions that follow a sequential order and elicit their

skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general meaning, particular details and logical inferences. The

suggested activities comprise both multiple-choice and true/false questions, an example for each is provided. By practicing active and

effective reading students acquire strong cognitive skills such as attention, auditory analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory,

processing speed and visualisation.

      Holidays on-board - Additional vocabulary

This lesson provides students with additional materials to expand their knowledge of vocabulary on the subject of holidays, specifically

when travelling on cruise. Vocabulary is presented in context and there are follow-up exercises that provide extended practice.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 7

      In a restaurant - Typical situation

A practical immersion in the language, where by the student will live through a real life situation, similar to one they would confront in the

language in which they are learning. In this lesson the student will be introduced to new vocabulary, then once the exercise has been

completed, they will then have an opportunity to do some practice with this same new vocabulary. 

      Chores and emotions - Dialogue

The student will listen to a series of questions which they can answer freely. In this lesson new vocabulary will be introduced. Once the

lesson has finished, the student will then be able to have some practice with this same new vocabulary.

      Fast food - Reading

In this lesson students read and listen to a written passage of text about fast food restaurants and other restaurants that offer international

foods in the US. After that, students answer a series of questions that follow a sequential order and elicit their skills on active reading.

Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general meaning, particular details and logical inferences. The suggested activities

comprise multiple-choice and true/false questions, an example for each is provided. By practicing active and effective reading students

acquire strong cognitive skills such as attention, auditory analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing speed and

visualisation.

      Fast food - Dictation

In this lesson students have to follow the dictation of a text about fast food restaurants and other restaurants that offer international foods

in the US. Students practice first and foremost their listening and writing skills and within the latter a range of sub-skills from spelling to

punctuation. Moreover, this dictation makes students practise and enhance their vocabulary, syntax, grammar and, when reviewing his/her

work, proofreading. The written passage of text has been divided into different phrases or sentences and it is listened to by the student,

who has to write it. Students can listen to the phrase or sentence as many times as they wish and even ask for help if needed. Once a

paragraph has been completed, students re-read it while listening to the audio and move on to the next paragraph.

      Test exercises
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In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Course revision

      Final test

In this last lesson of the course and as a way to revise, the student will come across a variety of exercises which will help consolidate and

evaluate any knowledge which has been acquired throughout the duration of the course.

  English Dexway Academy - Level B1 - Course 1

    Unit 1

      Buying the perfect camper

Aims: to acquire and expand both structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items on the

theme of travel.

      Vehicles

Aims: to introduce and practice the grammar included in this lesson, as well as to expand both structures and vocabulary through a series

of interactive exercises. Structures and functions include a review of present simple, present continuous and past simple. The vocabulary

topic is travel, means of transport and everyday activities.  Activities include: association of sentences and words with corresponding

pictures, student-led listening and completing the gaps. 

      The car doesn't work

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered through a series of interactive exercises. The structures

and functions review includes: present simple, present continuous, past simple, a review of basic telephone conversations and personal

information. The vocabulary section looks at: time expressions for the past and present, travel vocabulary, means of transport and

everyday activities.  There is listening practice to fill in the gaps, pronunciation of the ‘ch’ and ‘sh’ sounds, listening comprehension with an

exercise to select the correct option, make sentences and choosing synonymous sentences.  

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 2

      On holidays

Aims: to learn, practice, acquire and expand both structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. The vocabulary focus is on talking about the weather and travel e.g. to pack a suitcase. 

      We're off

Aims: to learn and practice grammar and useful sentences through a series of interactive exercises. The learner is presented with all forms

of the present perfect for recent past actions, possessive pronouns, question words – ‘whose?’ Vocabulary topics are: talking about the

weather and temperatures, travel vocabulary: to pack a suitcase etc. Activities in this lesson include: listening and writing to fill in the gaps,

pronunciation practice with listening and repeating the long and short ‘i’ sounds, the association of sentences and words with

corresponding pictures and fill in the gaps with the right word or option. 

      Living under extreme conditions

Aims: to review, practice and consolidate grammatical structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises. Structures and

functions covered are: present perfect for recent past actions, possessive pronouns, interrogative pronoun: ‘Whose?’ Vocabulary reviewed

includes: talking about the weather and temperatures, travel vocabulary: to pack a suitcase etc.  The revision activities include student-led

click and answer exercises, gap-fills, true or false reading comprehension, choose the synonymous sentence and real life dialogue

practice with a film dubbing exercise.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 3

      Let's go to the Isle of Wight
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Aims: to acquire, learn and expand both structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items. The

vocabulary input focuses on talking about the weather.

      How long has she lived in London?

Aims: to acquire and practice both the grammar and structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises. Structures and

functions covered are the present perfect with ‘for’ and ‘since’, present continuous, present simple, past simple, ‘going to’ + infinitive,

adverbs, agreements  and prepositions of movement. Vocabulary focus is on expressing feelings and emotions, travel plans, the

difference between “gone” and “been” and public places. Activities: the association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, fill

in the gaps with correct word or option and student-led listening.

      International human rights

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: present perfect with ‘for’ and ‘since’, present continuous, present simple, past simple, ‘going to’ + infinitive,

adverbs, expressing similarities, agreements and prepositions of movement. The vocabulary review is on: expressing feelings and

emotions, travel plans, the difference between “been” and “gone” and also a focus on public places. Activities: pronunciation practice with

listen and repeat, listen and choose the correct sound, true or false listening comprehension , fill in the gaps by choosing the correct word

or option, click on the vocabulary, listen and complete the sentences,  listening comprehension to choose the correct option and real life

dialogue practice with a film dubbing exercise.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 4

      Having a breakdown

Aims: to acquire and learn new structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items.

Presentation of new vocabulary: fabrics and textiles. 

      Fabrics

Aims: to acquire and practice the target grammar and some more structures through a series of interactive exercises. Structures and

functions:  present perfect with ‘yet’ and ‘already’, Have you ever..? to ask about past experiences and quantifiers: too much, too many,

not enough. The vocabulary input is on clothes: cloth, materials etc, as well as farewells. Activities include the association of sentences

and words with corresponding pictures; filling in the gaps with the corresponding word or option, listen and repeat, gap-fill-choose the

correct word.

      Dry cleaner

Aims: to review and consolidate both grammatical structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises. Structures covered

include: present perfect with ‘yet’ and ‘already’, ‘Have you ever..?’ to enquire about past experiences, quantifiers: ‘too much’, ‘too many’,

‘not enough’ and imperatives. Vocabulary focuses on some useful common expressions and ways to describe clothing. The activities

provide vocabulary practice with the association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, listening practice with fill in the gaps

and comprehension questions and a pronunciation exercise to choose the correct sound. There is practice in writing sentences and filling

in the gaps with the correct word or option, reading comprehension to choose synonymous sentences and the film dubbing exercise to

give more, contextual practice.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 5

      See you at home

Aims: to acquire and learn both structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items.

Vocabulary input is focused on: shapes, materials and more useful expressions.

      What is it made of?
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Aims: to learn and practice grammar as well as some more expressions. Structures and functions look a little more at some narrative

tenses: present perfect vs. past simple and the use of time markers, present perfect with recent actions – ‘just’, as well as practice with:

‘something’, ‘anything’ and ‘nothing’. The vocabulary continues the previous themes of: shapes, materials and common expressions.

Activities in this lesson are: association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, choosing the correct word or option, listen

and repeat, fill in the gaps and match the questions and answers. 

      I don't remember the word in English

Aims: to revise and consolidate structures and vocabulary as well as grammar through a series of interactive exercises. Structures and

functions reviewed include: describing objects when you don't know the name, present perfect vs. past simple: use of time markers,

present perfect for recent actions using ‘just’ and ‘something’, ‘anything’, and ‘nothing’. The vocabulary review gives more practice when

talking about: shapes and materials. There is revision of the common expressions such as: ‘to look like’, ‘to make a decision’ and ‘to be

made of’. Activities include: listening practice with a gap-fill exercise, pronunciation practice with repetition and identifying sounds,

association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures,  complete the sentences,  choose the best word or option,  listening

comprehension: choosing synonymous sentences , and contextual practice with the  real life dialogue - dub the film and choosing

synonymous sentences. 

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 6

      She's left me!

Aims: to review and consolidate grammatical structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises. The extended use of

error detection exercises helps students to become aware of the typical errors made at this stage. Structures and functions seen in this

lesson include: present perfect, past simple, ‘going to’ + infinitive, ‘something’, ‘anything’ and ‘nothing’. Vocabulary topics focus on shapes

and materials with the addition of a review of common expressions .Activities in this lesson are the exercises based around the real life

dialogue: listen and choose the best option, dub the film as well as focused reading and grammatical work with the error detection

exercise. 

      Going to England

Aims: to review and consolidate structures and vocabulary as well as grammar through a series of interactive exercises. Structures and

functions reviewed are: present perfect, past simple, ‘going to’ + infinitive, present continuous ‘, ‘something’ ‘anything’ and ‘nothing’.

Vocabulary revision exercises focus on: clothes, materials and common expressions. There is a multiple choice listening comprehension

as well as writing practice with gapped sentences and a letter to complete.

      Glastonbury

Aims: to review and consolidate structures, vocabulary and grammar through a series of interactive exercises. Structures and functions

include: present perfect, past simple, ‘going to’ + infinitive, present continuous, ‘something’, ‘anything’ and ‘nothing’. There is more

vocabulary revision on the themes of: clothes, materials and the common expressions from past units. Activities are based on true or false

reading comprehension, gap-fills and choosing the correct option. 

      Entertainment industry - Additional vocabulary

Revision of knowledge and vocabulary which has been acquired so far.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 7

      Clothes shopping - Typical situation

A practical immersion in the language, where by the student will live through a real life situation, similar to one they would confront in the

language in which they are learning. In this lesson the student will be introduced to new vocabulary, then once the exercise has been

completed, they will then have an opportunity to do some practice with this same new vocabulary. 

      Weather - Dialogue

The student will listen to a series of questions which they can answer freely. In this lesson new vocabulary will be introduced. Once the

lesson has finished, the student will then be able to have some practice with this same new vocabulary.

      Outdoor atmosphere - Additional vocabulary

This lesson provides students with additional materials to expand their knowledge of vocabulary to talk and describe different weather

conditions. Vocabulary is presented in context and there are follow-up exercises that provide extended practice.
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      Frozen fun - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read and listen to a written passage of text about winter sports and then answer a series of questions. These

questions follow a sequential order and elicit students' skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general

meaning, particular details and logical inferences. The suggested activities comprise multiple-choice and true/false questions as well as an

exercise on finding the statement that best summarises the text as a whole. By practicing active and effective reading students acquire

strong cognitive skills such as attention, auditory analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing speed and

visualisation.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Course revision

      Final test

In this last lesson of the course and as a way to revise, the student will come across a variety of exercises which will help consolidate and

evaluate any knowledge which has been acquired throughout the duration of the course.

  English Dexway Academy - Level B1 - Course 2

    Unit 1

      Rock band

Aims: to acquire and learn structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-

picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items.

The vocabulary focus is on types of music and common expressions.

      We're going to perform at Glastonbury

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as introduce some more useful phrases through a series of interactive exercises. The

structures and functions covered are: past continuous for describing actions in the past, common expressions such as ‘get on well’, travel

scenarios: check-in at the airport, ‘have you ever?’ to ask about past experiences and ‘how long does it take?’ to ask about duration. The

vocabulary input continues on the themes of types of music, travelling and country settings. The activities seen in this lesson are: student-

led listening, complete the sentences by filling in the gaps, listening to and repeating sentences and expressions, listening comprehension

and multiple choice, listening practice with a fill in the gaps exercise as well as the association of sentences and words with corresponding

pictures.

      "Dark Night"

Aims: to revise and consolidate all grammatical structures and functions covered by the topics covered in the lessons through a series of

interactive exercises. The structures and functions reviewed are: the past continuous for actions in the past and talking about the duration

of journeys using ‘how long does it take?’ The vocabulary review deals with the themes from the previous lessons such as: types of music,

common expressions like ‘get on well’, travelling and country settings.  The range of activities include: pronunciation practice by listening

and repeating as well as choosing the correct sound, completing the sentences, filling in the gaps, choosing the correct word or option and

answering questions. There are also comprehension exercises such as choosing synonymous sentences and the real life dialogue film

dubbing exercise.   

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 2

      Camping in the countryside

Aims: to learn and acquire structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture association,

listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items on the theme of the

countryside.

      Cut that wire

Aims: To acquire, learn and practice the target grammar through a series of interactive exercises. Structures and functions seen in this

lesson include: past continuous vs. past simple to talk about actions in the past, adverbs, expressing obligation and prohibition: modal

verbs ‘must’ and ‘mustn’t’, adverbs of manner and the pronoun ‘one’. The vocabulary covered in this lesson is a review of colours and

prepositions of place, as well as adding to the previous topic of parks and campsites. Activities: listen and repeat sentences and

structures, student-led listening: click on the vocabulary, gap-fill: supply the correct word or verb tense, listening: follow the instructions

and the association of sentences and words with their corresponding pictures. 
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      Camping rules

Aims: to review and consolidate all the structures and vocabulary as well as the grammar covered in the previous lessons through a series

of interactive exercises. Structures and functions: past continuous vs. past simple when narrating a simple story, adverbs, expressing

obligation and prohibition using the modal verbs ‘must’ ‘mustn’t’ and the pronoun ‘one’.  Vocabulary:  common expressions, parks and

campsites. Activities: listen and repeat the sentences, listen and choose the correct option, pronunciation: listen and repeat, choose the

correct sound, fill in the gaps with the correct word or option, complete the gaps with the correct verb tense, a comprehension exercise to

choose the synonymous sentences and a real life dialogue film dubbing exercise.

      Life outside - Additional vocabulary

This lesson provides students with additional materials to expand their knowledge of vocabulary to talk and describe different outdoor

activities. Vocabulary is presented in context and there are follow-up exercises that provide extended practice.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 3

      You are not invited to the party

Aims: to introduce and learn structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. The vocabulary presentation introduces some of the key words for this lesson.

      Why don't you come in?

Aims: to acquire, learn and practice the target grammar through a series of interactive exercises. Structures and functions: relative

pronouns, conjunctions ‘so’ and ‘because’ and an introduction to phrasal verbs. Vocabulary: common phrasal verbs, the face and jobs.

Activities: student-led listening - click on the vocabulary, fill in the gaps, finish the sentences, listen and repeat, association of sentences

and words with corresponding pictures and choose the best word or option.

      I liked your new song

Aims: to review and consolidate structures and vocabulary as well as the grammar covered in the previous lessons through a series of

interactive exercises. Structures and functions found in this lesson are: relative pronouns, conjunctions ‘so’ and ‘because’, synonyms and

travel: checking in to a hotel. The vocabulary review is on: parts of the body, common phrasal verbs, jobs and the face. Activities include:

listening to and repeating useful phrases, listening and reading then supplying the correct word or expression, pronunciation practice:

listen, repeat, then choose the correct sound, choose the correct word or option, complete the sentences, listening to fill in the gaps, click

on the vocabulary, a comprehension exercise to choose the synonymous sentences and real life dialogue to give extra practice by

dubbing the film.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 4

      Let me treat you to a drink

Aims: to learn and acquire structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-

picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items.

This lesson looks at food and restaurant vocabulary.

      Shouldn't I?

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar through a series of interactive exercises. Structures and functions: making suggestions using

‘should’ and ‘shouldn’t’ and comment tags. Vocabulary: food and restaurant vocabulary.  Activities: student-led listening, click on the

vocabulary and fill in the gaps.

      I feel ill

Aims: to review and consolidate all structures, vocabulary and grammar covered in the previous lessons through a series of interactive

exercises. Structures and functions: making suggestions using ‘should’ and ‘shouldn’t and comment tags. Vocabulary: food and restaurant

vocabulary and complaining. Activities: listen and repeat useful sentences, listening choosing the correct option, pronunciation: listen and

repeat and then select the correct sound, fill in the gaps with the correct word or option, student-led listening, complete the sentences,

comprehension exercise to choose a synonymous sentence and  real life dialogue practice with the film dubbing exercise.

      Test exercises
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In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 5

      I fancy going to the United States

Aims: to learn and acquire structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-

picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items.

The vocabulary theme is shopping. 

      What has happened here?

Aims: to study and practice the grammar as well as some more phrases. Structures and functions: question tags, verbs followed by

gerunds and infinitives and common expressions. Vocabulary: shopping, additional verbs, containers and contents. Activities: student-led

listening, complete the sentences, association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, listen and repeat as well as f ill in the

gaps. 

      Your plans in life

Aims: to review and consolidate the structures and vocabulary as well as the grammar covered in the lessons through a series of

interactive exercises. Structures and functions: question tags and verbs followed by gerunds and infinitives. Vocabulary: common

expressions, shopping vocabulary, additional verbs, containers and contents. Activities: listen and choose the correct option , listen, repeat

and then choose the correct sound, fill in the gaps with the right word or option, association of sentences and words with corresponding

pictures, finish the sentences, listen and fill in the gaps, choose the synonymous sentence, real life dialogue: dub the film. 

      Let's get a takeaway - Additional vocabulary

This lesson provides students with additional materials to expand their knowledge of vocabulary on the subject of holidays. Vocabulary is

presented in context and there are follow-up exercises that provide extended practice.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 6

      Falling in love

Aims: to revise and consolidate the structures, vocabulary as well as the grammar covered in the block through a series of interactive

exercises. Structures and functions: expressing obligation and prohibition using the modal verbs ‘must’ and ‘mustn’t’, gerunds and

infinitives, question tags and common expressions. Vocabulary: shopping vocabulary: try on, fit etc. Activities: listen to and watch a film,

student-led listening, fill in the gaps and real life dialogue practice through dubbing the film.

      The bill is wrong

Aims: to revise and consolidate the structures vocabulary as well as the grammar covered in the bock through a series of interactive

exercises. Structures and functions: a review of past tenses - past simple and past continuous. Vocabulary: food and restaurants,

complaining. Activities: listen and fill in the gaps, reading comprehension to complete a postcard by filling in the gaps.

      African-American writers

Aims: to revise and consolidate the structures vocabulary as well as the grammar covered in the block through a series of interactive

exercises. Structures and functions: phrasal verbs, expressing obligation and prohibition using the modal verbs ‘must’ and ‘mustn’t’ and

making suggestions with ‘should’ and ‘shouldn't’. Vocabulary: food and eating out. Activities: true or false reading comprehension, and a

listening gap-fill.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 7

      Food shopping - Typical situation

A practical immersion in the language, where by the student will live through a real life situation, similar to one they would confront in the

language in which they are learning. In this lesson the student will be introduced to new vocabulary, then once the exercise has been

completed, they will then have an opportunity to do some practice with this same new vocabulary. 

      Going out - Dialogue

The student will listen to a series of questions which they can answer freely. In this lesson new vocabulary will be introduced. Once the

lesson has finished, the student will then be able to have some practice with this same new vocabulary.
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      Potato salad - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read and listen to a written passage of text that explains them how to prepare a potato salad and why it is a popular

dish in the USA. After reading, students have to answer a series of questions that follow a sequential order and elicit students' skills on

active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general meaning, particular details and logical inferences. The suggested

activities comprise multiple-choice and true/false questions as well as an exercise on finding the statement that best summarises the text

as a whole. By practicing active and effective reading students acquire strong cognitive skills such as attention, auditory analysis, sound

blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing speed and visualisation.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Course revision

      Final test

In this last lesson of the course and as a way to revise, the student will come across a variety of exercises which will help consolidate and

evaluate any knowledge which has been acquired throughout the duration of the course.

  English Dexway Academy - Level B1 - Course 3

    Unit 1

      Saying goodbye to the band

Aims: to learn and acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. The vocabulary is based on wild animals, colloquial language such as ‘mates’ and other, everyday expressions.

      We'll keep in touch

Aims: to acquire and practice the target grammar as well as other structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions:  future simple ‘will’ and ‘won't’ + infinitive, comparisons using ‘as + adj + as’. Vocabulary: animals, colloquial

language, telephone expressions and more verbs. Activities: student-led practice, fill in the gaps, complete the sentences as well as the

association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures.

      I'll call you

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of interactive exercises.

The review of structures and functions include: future simple’ will’ and ‘won't’ + infinitive and comparisons using ‘as + adj + as’. Vocabulary:

animals, colloquial language, telephone expressions and more verbs. Activities: listen and choose the best option, listen and repeat and

then select the right sound, fill in the gaps with the correct word or option, student-led practice: click on the images, answer the questions,

selecting synonymous sentences and real life dialogue practice with the film dubbing exercise.

      Virtual world - Additional vocabulary

This lesson provides students with additional materials to expand their knowledge of vocabulary on the subject of technology and

computing. Vocabulary is presented in context and there are follow-up exercises that provide extended practice.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 2

      Getting married

Aims: to acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items.

Vocabulary presentation: weddings and honeymoon trips.

      Who shall we invite?

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises

Structures and functions: comparisons using ‘more’ or ‘less’ than, ‘will’ vs. present continuous for future meaning and shall for offers and

suggestions. Vocabulary: common expressions, weddings and more adjectives. Activities: click on the vocabulary, complete the

sentences, listen and pay attention and the association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures. 

      Go ahead
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Aims: to revise and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: comparisons using ‘more’ or ‘less’ than, ‘will’ vs. present continuous for future, ‘shall’ for offers and suggestions

and travel: changing money. Vocabulary:  weddings, common expressions and more adjectives.  Activities: listen and choose the correct

option, pronunciation: listen and repeat and then choose the corresponding sound, multiple choice exercises, listen and fill in the gaps,

comprehension exercise to choose synonymous sentences and real life dialogue practice with dub the film. 

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 3

      What a marvellous surprise!

Aims: to learn and acquire structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-

picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items.

The vocabulary focus is on house and home.

      What if...?

Aims: to learn and practice the target grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions:  first conditional for facts and general truths and the superlative form of short and irregular adjectives.

Vocabulary: house and home, common expressions, irregular superlatives. Activities: student-led practice, gap-fill, association of

sentences and words with corresponding pictures, choose the correct option and complete the sentences.

      Let's be reasonable

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: first conditional for facts and general truths, short and irregular superlatives and adjectives .Vocabulary: house

and home and common expressions. Activities: listen and answer, listen and repeat and then choose the corresponding sound, fill in the

gaps with the correct word or option, complete the sentences, reading - select the correct option, student-led practice, listen and fill in the

gaps, multiple choice, choose synonymous sentences and real-life dialogue practice with a film dubbing exercise.

      Agatha Christie - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read and listen to a written passage of text about the famous writer Agatha Christie and then answer a series of

questions. These questions follow a sequential order and elicit students' skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage

for the general meaning, particular details and logical inferences. The suggested activities comprise multiple-choice and true/false

questions as well as an exercise on matching definitions with words that appear in the text. By practicing active and effective reading

students acquire strong cognitive skills such as attention, auditory analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing

speed and visualisation.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 4

      I can offer you a job

Aims: to learn and acquire structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-

picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items.

The vocabulary focus is on the home.

      I owe you one

Aims: to learn and practice the target grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: active vs. passive e.g. ‘John is cleaning’ vs. ‘the room is cleaned ‘, talking about the agent in the passive e.g. the

telephone was invented by Alexander Bell, the superlative form of  long adjectives e.g. ‘the most interesting book’ and prepositions of

place: in, at, on. Vocabulary: tasks around the home: cooking and cleaning verbs. Activities: listen and repeat the association of sentences

and words with corresponding pictures, gap-fills and student-led listening practice.

      I made biscuits
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Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: active vs. passive, talking about the agent in the passive, the superlative form of long adjectives and prepositions

of place: in, at, on. Vocabulary: tasks around the home: cooking and cleaning verbs. Activities: listening comprehension with a multiple

choice exercise, pronunciation practice with listen, repeat and choose the right sound, multiple choice, student-led practice with a gap-fill

exercise, complete the sentences, comprehension exercise to choose synonymous sentences  and a  real life dialogue exercise to dub the

film.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 5

      A new barman

Aims: to learn and acquire new structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items.

      Take it easy

Aims: to learn and practice the target grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions:  talking about illness e.g. headache, stomach ache etc., confusing verbs: win/earn, lend/borrow, look at/watch,

carry/wear, infinitive of purpose – ‘to’ and ‘for’. Vocabulary: medication and expressing emotions. Activities: student-led practice with an

exercise to click on the images, a multiple choice gap-fill exercise, association of pictures with structures, sentences and phrases as well

as the opportunity to  listen and repeat, fill in the gaps and listen and choose the correct option.

      You will play again, won't you?

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions:  confusing verbs: win/earn, lend/borrow, look at/watch, carry/wear, meet/know, infinitive of purpose ‘to’ and ‘for’.

Vocabulary: emotions and illness. Activities: listen, repeat and choose the corresponding sound, fill in the gaps from a multiple choice, a

comprehension exercise to choose synonymous sentences and contextual practice with real life dialogue and a film dubbing exercise.

      Being an artist - Additional vocabulary

This lesson provides students with additional materials to expand their knowledge of vocabulary on the subject of arts and culture.

Vocabulary is presented in context and there are follow-up exercises that provide extended practice.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 6

      Dreaming of becoming famous

Aims: to expand, review and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the block through a series of interactive

exercises. Structures and functions: first conditional, confusing verbs: win/earn, lend/borrow, look at/watch, carry/wear, meet/know.

Vocabulary: synonyms and expressing emotions. Activities: real life dialogue to listen to and dub the film, listening comprehension with a

fill the gaps exercise, gap-fill, multiple choice and making sentences.

      Weddings

Aims: to expand, review and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the block through a series of interactive

exercises. Structures and functions: first conditional and the passive voice. Vocabulary: synonyms and expressing emotions. Activities:

true or false reading comprehension and complete the sentences.

      I can't get home

Aims: to expand, review and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the block through a series of interactive

exercises. Structures and functions: comparative and superlative forms. Vocabulary: telephone conversations and vocabulary review from

the previous units. Activities: listen and fill in the gaps, sentence construction, and multiple choice gap-fills.

      Sports, customs and etiquette - Reading comprehension
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In this lesson students read and listen to two written passages of text about social standards and likes; the first one is about customs and

etiquette in the UK and the second one about mass sports in the UK. After reading and listening to each text students have to answer a

series of questions that, presented in a sequential order, elicit their skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for

the general meaning, particular details and logical inferences. The suggested activities comprise multiple-choice and true/false questions

as well as an exercise on matching definitions with words that appear in the text. By practicing active and effective reading students

acquire strong cognitive skills such as attention, auditory analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing speed and

visualisation.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 7

      Returning your shoes - Typical situation

A practical immersion in the language, where by the student will live through a real life situation, similar to one they would confront in the

language in which they are learning. In this lesson the student will be introduced to new vocabulary, then once the exercise has been

completed, they will then have an opportunity to do some practice with this same new vocabulary. 

      Relationships - Dialogue

The student will listen to a series of questions which they can answer freely. In this lesson new vocabulary will be introduced. Once the

lesson has finished, the student will then be able to have some practice with this same new vocabulary.

      The pros and cons of regularly watching television - Reading

In this lesson students read and listen to a written passage of text that explains the pros and cons of regularly watching television. These

questions follow a sequential order and elicit students' skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general

meaning, particular details and logical inferences. The suggested activities comprise multiple-choice and true/false questions as well as

matching statements with their corresponding sections, an example for each is provided. By practicing active and effective reading

students acquire strong cognitive skills such as attention, auditory analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing

speed and visualisation.

      The pros and cons of regularly watching television - Dictation

In this lesson students have to follow the dictation of a text about the pros and cons of regularly watching television. Students practice first

and foremost their listening and writing skills and within the latter a range of sub-skills from spelling to punctuation. Moreover, this dictation

makes students practise and enhance their vocabulary, syntax, grammar and, when reviewing his/her work, proofreading. The written

passage of text has been divided into different phrases or sentences and it is listened to by the student, who has to write it. Students can

listen to the phrase or sentence as many times as they wish and even ask for help if needed. Once a paragraph has been completed,

students re-read it while listening to the audio and move on to the next paragraph.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Course revision

      Final test

In this last lesson of the course and as a way to revise, the student will come across a variety of exercises which will help consolidate and

evaluate any knowledge which has been acquired throughout the duration of the course.

  English Dexway Academy - Level B2 - Course 1

    Unit 1

      Doing market research

Aims: to introduce and acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. Vocabulary: free time, games, everyday expressions: to have a rest, to get ready.

      At the sports centre

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: do, go and play, talking about frequency: adverbs and expressions, present simple vs. present continuous, ‘to be

keen on’ + noun. Vocabulary: free time, games and everyday expressions: ‘to catch up on’, ‘to give someone a ring’, ‘to get together’.

Activities: student-led practice with click on the images, fill in the gaps, associating images with words and expressions, listen and repeat,

write sentences, true or false reading comprehension, listen and fill in the gaps. 
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      The bus route

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: do, go and play, talking about frequency: adverbs and expressions, present simple vs. present continuous.

Vocabulary: free time and games. Activities: pronunciation drill for the third person present simple, listen and repeat then choose the

corresponding sound, reading comprehension - completing a form, gap-fill, real life dialogue: dub the film and choosing synonymous

sentences.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 2

      Remembering old times

Aims: to learn and acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. Vocabulary focus: talking about family and describing living spaces.

      Future parents-in-law

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: past simple and past continuous used for interrupted actions in the past, ‘while’ and ‘when’, ‘used to’ to talk about

past habits and tendencies, comparative forms  and all forms of ‘there was’ and ‘there were’. Vocabulary: talking about family - ‘in-laws’,

common expressions: ‘to look forward to something’, ‘for ages’, ‘why on earth?’ and the description of a house. Activities: student-led

practice by clicking on the vocabulary or image, association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, listen and repeat, gap-

fill, multiple choice, listen and fill in the gaps and listen and choose the correct option. 

      Country house for sale

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: past simple and past continuous for interrupted actions in the past, ‘while’ and ‘when’, ‘used to’, ‘use to’ and

‘usually’ for past and present habits and tendencies. Vocabulary: talking about family, common expressions: ‘to look forward to something’,

‘for ages’, ‘why on earth?’ and talking about living spaces. Activities: read and choose the best option, the pronunciation of past simple

regular verbs /t/, /d/, /id/, listen and repeat and select the corresponding sound, association of sentences and words with corresponding

pictures: listen and repeat, fill in the gaps, multiple choice, real life dialogue practice with a film dubbing exercise and choosing

synonymous sentences. 

      Time to exercise - Additional vocabulary

This lesson provides students with additional materials to expand their knowledge of vocabulary on the subject of health, specifically

sports and exercising. Vocabulary is presented in context and there are follow-up exercises that provide extended practice.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 3

      Making plans for holidays

Aims: to learn and acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. Vocabulary: holidays, tourism and experiences.

      A ticket to Edinburgh

Aims: to learn and practice the new grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: talking about holiday plans, present perfect with ‘already’, ‘yet’, ‘still’ and ‘just’ and past simple with ‘ago’.

Vocabulary: holidays, common expressions e.g. ‘Lucky you!’, ‘You're telling me!’, ‘What I mean to say is?’, ‘to have a look at something’

and ‘by any chance’.  There is also an extended introduction to British and American English as well as more travel vocabulary with the

theme of buying a ticket.  Activities: student-led practice, multiple choice gap-fill, correction of wrong sentences, association of sentences

and words with corresponding pictures, listen and repeat, reading comprehension questions with travel brochures and listening to fill in the

gaps.

      The list of things to do
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Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar as well as the structures and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of

interactive exercises. Structures and functions: talking about holiday plans, present perfect with ‘already’, ‘yet’, ‘still’ and ‘just’, past simple

with ‘ago’, present perfect vs. past simple. Vocabulary: holidays and talking about past experiences. Activities: practice with the

pronunciation of stressed syllables, listen, repeat and select the stressed syllable, reading and writing to fill the gaps with the correct tense

and a real life dialogue and film dubbing exercise as well as  extended comprehension practice with choosing synonymous sentences.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 4

      One fortnight in Austria

Aims: to acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items.

Vocabulary: holidays, pastimes and common expressions such as: ‘hand made’ and ‘I'd rather’.

      It's a beautiful day

Aims: to learn and practice the target grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary. Structures and functions: talking about

holiday plans, ‘will’ or ‘shall’, ‘will’ vs. ‘going to’ and prepositions. Vocabulary: holidays, pastimes, common expressions e.g. ‘I'm afraid so

or not’, ‘on hand’, ‘help yourself’, ‘to fill in a form’ and ‘a night on the town’, days of the week, excursions, films and competitions. Activities:

student-led practice with images selection, fill in the gaps, association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, listen and

repeat , true or false reading and listening comprehension, multiple choice listening comprehension, and a multiple choice gap-filling

exercise.

      Plans for the new year

Aims: to expand, revise and consolidate the structures, vocabulary and grammar covered in the previous lessons through a series of

interactive exercises. Structures and functions: talking about holiday plans ‘will’ or ‘shall’, will, going to, present continuous, prepositions

and pronunciation practice with detecting tone. Vocabulary: holidays, pastimes, common expressions e.g. ‘I'm afraid so or not’, ‘on hand’,

‘help yourself’, ‘to fill in a form’ and ‘a night on the town’, days of the week, excursions, films and competitions. Activities: intonation

practice with listen and repeat then decide if the intonation is friendly or unfriendly, fill in the gaps from the multiple choice options, fill in the

gaps with the correct tense, real life dialogue film dubbing and choosing synonymous sentences.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 5

      Housework

Aims: to learn and acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. Vocabulary: common expressions e.g. ‘do the shopping’, ‘lay the table’, ‘water the plants’, ‘feed the animals’ and ‘sort

out papers’ and expressions with make e.g. ‘make a fuss’, ‘make a mess’ and ‘make an effort’.

      Before travelling

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: changing money and being polite, ‘must’, ‘have to’ and ‘can't’ used to express obligations, duties and prohibition,

‘needn't’ to talk about a  lack of obligation, asking for and giving permission using ‘can’ and ‘may’, giving advice or recommendations with

‘do’, ‘don't’, ‘ought to’, ‘should’ and ‘need’. Vocabulary: common expressions e.g. ‘do the shopping’, ‘lay the table’, ‘water the plants’, 'feed

the animals’ and ‘sort out papers’, collocations with ‘make’ and ‘do’ e.g. ‘make a mistake’, ‘do the shopping’, ‘do homework’ etc. There are

also more common expressions such as: ‘to make up for’, ‘to get someone in’, ‘it's no use’, ‘take turns’ and ‘on the other hand’. Activities:

student-led practice activity to select images, fill in the gaps, association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, listen and

repeat, reading to fill in the gaps, listen and fill in the gaps and multiple choice listening comprehension. 

      May I go out now?
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Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: ‘must’, ‘have to’ and ‘can't’ to express obligations, duties, prohibition, ‘needn't’ for a  lack of obligation, asking for

and giving permission using ‘can’ and ‘may’, giving advice and recommendations using  ‘do’ , ‘don't’, ‘ought to’, ‘should’ and ‘need’.

Vocabulary: common expressions e.g. ‘do the shopping’, ‘lay the table’, ‘water the plants’, ‘feed the animals’ and ‘sort out papers’ as well

as collocations with make and do e.g. ‘make a mistake’, ‘do the shopping’, ‘do homework’ etc. The common expressions revised include:

‘to make up for’, ‘to get someone in’ and ‘it's no use’. Activities: pronunciation practice with the modal verb ‘can’, listen and repeat and

select an option, gap-fill with multiple choice options, error detection and correction, complete the sentences by matching the halves , real

life dialogue film dubbing and choosing synonymous sentences. 

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons.

    Unit 6

      Who's on?

Aims: to extend, revise and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the whole block through a series of interactive

exercises. Structures and functions: a general, contextual review of all structures covered up until now. Vocabulary: housework, common

expressions e.g. ‘do the shopping’, ‘lay the table’, ‘water the plants’, ‘feed the animals’ and ‘sort out papers’, collocations with ‘make ‘and

‘do’ e.g. ‘make a mistake’, ‘do the shopping’ and ‘do homework’, common expressions e.g. ‘to make up for’, ‘to get someone in’ and  ‘it's

no use’. Activities: real-life dialogue listening comprehension with a multiple choice exercise, pronunciation practice with listen and repeat,

and a film dubbing exercise.

      Village of the future

Aims: to expand, revise and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the block through a series of interactive

exercises. Structures and functions: a general, contextual review of all structures covered up until now. Vocabulary: a general review of

the topics covered up until now. Activities: listen and fill in the gaps, true or false reading comprehension and a gap-fill listening

comprehension exercise.

      Shall we spend the day in the countryside?

Aims: to expand, revise and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the block through a series of interactive

exercises. Structures and functions: a general, contextual review of all structures covered up until now. Vocabulary: a general review of

the topics covered up until now. Activities: multiple choice, gap-fill and definitions - provide the correct word.

      Housing - Additional vocabulary

This lesson provides students with additional materials to expand their knowledge of vocabulary to talk and describe the parts of the

house, furniture and home appliances. Vocabulary is presented in context and there are follow-up exercises that provide extended

practice.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 7

      Booking a business trip - Typical situation

A practical immersion in the language, where by the student will live through a real life situation, similar to one they would confront in the

language in which they are learning. In this lesson the student will be introduced to new vocabulary, then once the exercise has been

completed, they will then have an opportunity to do some practice with this same new vocabulary. 

      Free time - Dialogue

The student will listen to a series of questions which they can answer freely. In this lesson new vocabulary will be introduced. Once the

lesson has finished, the student will then be able to have some practice with this same new vocabulary.

      Opening a hotel chain - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read and listen to a written passage of text that narrates the story of a young British entrepreneur who opened a

successful hotel chain. After reading, students answer a series of questions that follow a sequential order and elicit their skills on active

reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general meaning, particular details and logical inferences. The suggested

activities comprise multiple-choice and true/false questions as well as matching statements with their corresponding sections. By practicing

active and effective reading students acquire strong cognitive skills such as attention, auditory analysis, sound blending, sound

segmenting, memory, processing speed and visualisation.

      Test exercises
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In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Course revision

      Final test

In this last lesson of the course and as a way to revise, the student will come across a variety of exercises which will help consolidate and

evaluate any knowledge which has been acquired throughout the duration of the course.

  English Dexway Academy - Level B2 - Course 2

    Unit 1

      Plans for a year out

Aims: to introduce and learn the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. Vocabulary: talking about the weather, everyday expressions such as: ‘according to’, ‘to waste time’, ‘I expect’ and

‘nowadays’ as well as a focus on women’s jobs.  

      A long way to equality

Aims: to introduce, present and practice the target grammar – modal verbs to express possibility, probability, deduction and supposition –

through a series of interactive exercises which include selecting the right picture according to audio stimuli, choosing the right word or

option in a set context or listening and repeating sentences. Vocabulary: differences between the verbs ‘think’, ‘expect’, ‘hope’ and ‘wait’

and vocabulary used in the context of equality of rights.

      A radio panel game

Aims: to introduce, present and practice the target grammar – quantifiers – through a series of interactive exercises which include

selecting the right picture according to audio stimuli, choosing the right word or option in a set context or listening and repeating

sentences. Vocabulary: use of ‘too’ and ‘enough’ and terms used in the context of a radio panel game. 

      We have to send the invitations

Aims: to expand, review and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of interactive

exercises. Structures and functions: talking about possibility and probability using the modal verbs: ‘may’, ‘might’, ‘can’, ‘could’ and ‘would’,

modal verbs for deduction and supposition: ‘can't’, ‘may’, ‘might’ and ‘must’, the quantifiers: ‘plenty of’, ‘a few’, ‘a lot of’, ‘hardly any’ and

‘enough’ and ‘will’ for predictions. Vocabulary: talking about the weather, describing graphics, everyday expressions such e.g. ‘in practice’,

‘a long way to go’, ‘or else’ and women’s jobs. Activities: pronunciation practice at distinguishing sounds, true or false reading

comprehension, gap-fill listening comprehension with a real life dialogue and film dubbing exercise and choosing synonymous sentences.

      Weather conditions - Additional vocabulary

This lesson provides students with additional materials to expand their knowledge of vocabulary to talk and describe different weather

conditions. Vocabulary is presented in context and there are follow-up exercises that provide extended practice.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 2

      Looking for a temporary job

Aims: to learn and assimilate the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. Vocabulary: talking about work, personal qualities and qualifications.  Some of the everyday expressions included in this

lesson are: ‘don’t panic’, ‘tend to’ and ‘to spoil oneself’.

      Spoil yourself!

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as structures and vocabulary covered in the lesson through a series of interactive

exercises. Structures and functions: first conditional and the use of ‘if’ and ‘unless’, the presentation of the second conditional for

hypothetical or unlikely situations, first and second conditional contrasted, ‘either’, ‘or’, ‘neither’, ‘nor’ and reflexive pronouns. Vocabulary:

talking about work, personal qualities and qualifications.  Useful phrases in this lesson include: ‘I’m ringing about’, ‘an animal lover’,

‘holiday job’, ‘against the rules’, ‘and so on’ etc. Activities: listen and repeat pronunciation practice, listen and click on the corresponding

pictures, choose the correct ending according to the image, complete the sentences with the correct verb tense reading comprehension,

fill in the gaps listening comprehension, student-led listening and finish the sentences. 

      If I were you...
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Aims:  to review and expand the vocabulary as well as the structures and functions covered so far. Structures and functions: first vs.

second conditional, applying for a job and attending interviews. Vocabulary: talking about work, personal qualities and qualifications.

British and American English: common vocabulary differences.  Activities: pronunciation focus on elision, substitute the British word for the

American synonym, error detection and correction, choose the most appropriate word to complete the gaps-fill, real life dialogue film

dubbing and choosing synonymous sentences. 

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 3

      Working with animals

Aims: to learn and acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. Vocabulary: adjectives, talking about cities e.g. bustling and crowded, everyday expressions e.g. ‘rush hour’,

‘newspaper stall’, ‘to dress up’, ‘crazy about’, ‘second hand’ and ‘give up smoking’. 

      A solitary child

Aims: to learn and practice grammar as well as some more structures, functions and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: present perfect continuous, ‘after’, ‘while’, ‘before’ + continuous tenses,  contrasting  the usage of the present

perfect, present perfect continuous and past simple tenses, time expressions e.g. ‘since’, ‘for’, ‘before’, ‘after’, ‘during’, ‘as soon as’, ‘while’,

‘until’, ‘when’ and ‘as’. Vocabulary: everyday expressions e.g. ‘let me see’, ‘within walking distance’, ‘just a minute’, ‘by the way’ and ‘just in

case’ and directions. Activities: student-led listening, gap fill to complete the sentences with the correct verb form, listening practice with

sentence/image association, listen and repeat, sentence construction, true or false reading comprehension, listening to fill the gaps,

correct the errors and choose the appropriate word to fill the gap. 

      I have not seen him for ages

Aims: to review and consolidate grammar as well as the structures and vocabulary covered in the lesson. Structures and functions:

present perfect simple vs. present perfect continuous, time expressions e.g. ‘before’, ‘after’, ‘during’, ‘as soon as’, ‘while’, ‘until’, ‘when’ and

‘as’, narrating a series of events and responding to situations. Vocabulary:  shops and places of interest.  Activities: pronunciation practice

to distinguish '-sh’ sounds, listen and repeat, listen and choose the corresponding sound, gap fill, choose the correct word, error detection

and correction, fill the gaps with the correct verb form, order the pictures according to the story  for listening comprehension, real life

dialogue film dubbing and choosing synonymous sentences. 

      Building a bear sanctuary - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read and listen to a written passage of text that shows a piece of news on the constructions of a bear sanctuary in

Romania. These questions follow a sequential order and elicit students' skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage

for the general meaning, particular details and logical inferences. The suggested activities comprise multiple-choice and true/false

questions as well as matching statements with their corresponding sections. By practicing active and effective reading students acquire

strong cognitive skills such as attention, auditory analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing speed and

visualisation.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 4

      It's a bargain! Making a complaint

Aims: to learn and acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. Vocabulary: useful expressions e.g.: ‘bargain’, ‘package’, ‘to pick up’, ‘to complain’, ‘to agree with’ and ‘to be able to

afford’ as well as adjectives: amused, thrilled, amazed, surprised, annoying, etc.

      A very good read

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions:  ‘-ed’ and ‘-ing’ adjectives, presentation of the past perfect and past perfect continuous, ‘so’ + adjective and

‘such’ + adjective + noun. Vocabulary:  useful phrases e.g.: ‘to put things right’, ‘to be in somebody’s shoes’, ‘it’s not worth it’, ‘it won’t

show’, ‘My goodness!’, ‘Indeed’ etc and shopping. Activities: association of words with corresponding pictures, gap fill with the past perfect,

student-led listening, choose the appropriate verb to fill the gaps, true or false reading and listening comprehension, multiple choice

listening comprehension, listen, repeat and choose the correct adjective according to the picture.
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      An amazing concert

Aims: to review and consolidate the structures and vocabulary related to the lesson through a series of interactive exercises. Structures

and functions:  ‘-ed’ and ‘-ing’ adjectives, past perfect and past perfect continuous, ‘so’ + adjective and ‘such’ + adjective + noun.

Vocabulary: shopping.  Activities: Pronunciation  practice at distinguishing 'ch’ and 'dz´ sounds, write the appropriate word to fill the gaps,

listen and choose the corresponding sound, grammar practice with writing ‘-ed’ or ‘-ing’ adjectives to finish the sentences, read and

complete the text with the appropriate verb tense, real life dialogue and film dubbing and choosing synonymous sentences.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 5

      Hey, that's swell!

Aims: to be introduced to and assimilate the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. The vocabulary input focuses on useful words and phrases such as: ‘self-centred’, ‘hard’, ‘to be kidding’, ‘stranger’, ‘to

get to know’, ‘to let someone down’, ‘chain’ (of shops) and ‘misunderstanding’.

      He was no stranger to me

Aims: to introduce, present and practice the target grammar – reported speech – through a series of interactive exercises which include

selecting the right picture according to audio stimuli, choosing the right word or option in a set context, rewriting sentences in the reported

or direct speech or listening and repeating sentences. Vocabulary: adjectives and phrases used to describe a person.

      Have you heard about her son?

Aims: to introduce, present and practice the target grammar – gerunds and infinitives – through a series of interactive exercises which

include selecting the right picture according to audio stimuli, choosing the right word or option in a set context, filling in the gaps or

listening and repeating sentences. Vocabulary: adverbs of manner.

      Why don't you show me around?

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar as well as the structures and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of

interactive exercises. Structures and functions:  tag questions, gerunds and infinitives, adjectives, reported speech with ‘say’ and ‘tell’ and

adverbs. Vocabulary: invitations and offers.  Activities: pronunciation practice - click on the correct button depending on the intonation of

the question tags, correct the verb tenses, choose the correct word from a list to complete the gaps, listen and complete the gaps in the

sentences, real life dialogue film dubbing and choosing synonymous sentences.

      The press - Additional vocabulary

This lesson provides students with additional materials to expand their knowledge of vocabulary on the subject of the press. Vocabulary is

presented in context and there are follow-up exercises that provide extended practice.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 6

      You are only young once, mum!

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar as well as the structures and vocabulary covered in the past block through a series of

interactive revision exercises. Activities: listen and choose the correct ending, pronunciation practice and a real life dialogue to dub.

      Welcome to university

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar as well as the structures and vocabulary covered in the past block through a series of

interactive revision exercises.  Activities: write the correct place in response to the statements in a reading and listening comprehension

exercise, reading comprehension with short answers, error detection and correction, complete the text with an appropriate word and fill the

gaps by writing the verb in the correct tense.

      I'm afraid I have to complain

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar as well as the structures and vocabulary covered in the past block through a series of

interactive revision exercises.  Activities: true or false listening comprehension, listening and writing practice with a spelling exercise and

also an exercise on definitions where the learner provides the correct word by arranging the letters.

      Barbados - Reading
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In this lesson students read and listen to a written passage of text on Barbados and then answer a series of questions. These questions

follow a sequential order and elicit students' skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general meaning,

particular details and logical inferences. The suggested activities comprise multiple-choice and true/false questions as well as matching

statements with their corresponding sections. By practicing active and effective reading students acquire strong cognitive skills such as

attention, auditory analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing speed and visualisation.

      Barbados - Dictation

In this lesson students have to follow the dictation of a text on Barbados. Students practice first and foremost their listening and writing

skills and within the latter a range of sub-skills from spelling to punctuation. Moreover, this dictation makes students practise and enhance

their vocabulary, syntax, grammar and, when reviewing his/her work, proofreading. The written passage of text has been divided into

different phrases or sentences and it is listened to by the student, who has to write it. Students can listen to the phrase or sentence as

many times as they wish and even ask for help if needed. Once a paragraph has been completed, students re-read it while listening to the

audio and move on to the next paragraph.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 7

      Optician's - Typical situation

A practical immersion in the language, where by the student will live through a real life situation, similar to one they would confront in the

language in which they are learning. In this lesson the student will be introduced to new vocabulary, then once the exercise has been

completed, they will then have an opportunity to do some practice with this same new vocabulary. 

      Work and play - Dialogue

The student will listen to a series of questions which they can answer freely. In this lesson new vocabulary will be introduced. Once the

lesson has finished, the student will then be able to have some practice with this same new vocabulary.

      Injuries and fractures - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read and listen to two written passages of text on different injuries and fractures; the first one narrates the story of a

young football player that suffers an injury and the second one narrates the story of a young man that overcomes an injury and decides to

make his dream true: become a professional athlete. After reading and listening to each text students have to answer a series of questions

that, presented in a sequential order, elicit their skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general

meaning, particular details and logical inferences. The suggested activities comprise multiple-choice and true/false questions as well as an

exercise on matching definitions with words that appear in the text and another on finding the paragraph that best summarises the text as

a whole. By practicing active and effective reading students acquire strong cognitive skills such as attention, auditory analysis, sound

blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing speed and visualisation.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Course revision

      Final test

In this last lesson of the course and as a way to revise, the student will come across a variety of exercises which will help consolidate and

evaluate any knowledge which has been acquired throughout the duration of the course.

  English Dexway Academy - Level B2 - Course 3

    Unit 1

      The name rings a bell

Aims: to learn and internalise the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. Vocabulary: sheet, to set up, crafts, fair, ambitious, powerful light, alternative medicine, environment and habitat.

      I find it fascinating

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: reported speech, indirect questions, expressing agreement or disagreement using ‘so do I’, ‘neither do I’, ‘I

agree’ and ‘I don't agree’ as well as relative pronouns and clauses. Vocabulary:  useful phrases e.g.: ‘in my opinion’, ‘the general public’, ‘it

rings a bell’, ‘I can’t take it seriously’ and ‘craft fair’ and the environment.  Activities: student-led listening, listening to complete the

sentences, choose an appropriate response, listen and repeat,  joining sentences, writing practice with a sentence completing exercise.
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      I don't think so!

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar as well as the structures and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of

interactive exercises. Structures and functions: expressing agreement or disagreement using ‘so do I’, ‘neither do I’, ‘I agree’ and ‘I don't

agree’, indirect questions, defining and non-defining relative clauses. Vocabulary:  the environment.  Activities: click on the silent letter

pronunciation practice, choose the correct word to fill the gap, listening gap fill, error detection and correction, real life dialogue dubbing

and choosing synonymous sentences.

      Biotechnology - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read a written passage of text about biotechnology. The text is followed by questions in sequential order that elicit

students' skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general meaning, particular details and logical

inferences. The suggested activities comprise multiple-choice and true/false questions as well as matching statements with their

corresponding sections. By practicing active and effective reading students acquire strong cognitive skills such as attention, auditory

analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing speed and visualisation.

      Cloud seeding - Dictation

In this lesson students have to follow the dictation of a text on cloud seeding. Students practice first and foremost their listening and writing

skills and within the latter a range of sub-skills from spelling to punctuation. Moreover, this dictation makes students practise and enhance

their vocabulary, syntax, grammar and, when reviewing his/her work, proofreading. The written passage of text has been divided into

different phrases or sentences and it is listened to by the student, who has to write it. Students can listen to the phrase or sentence as

many times as they wish and even ask for help if needed. Once a paragraph has been completed, students re-read it while listening to the

audio and move on to the next paragraph.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 2

      Bad news!

Aims: to learn and acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. The vocabulary sections introduces more useful words and expressions such as: ‘in shock’, ‘birth rate’, ‘country scene’,

‘reduced prices’, ‘publicity’, etc.

      It must have been planned!

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: making deductions about the past using: ‘must have’, ‘could have’, ‘may or might have’, the third conditional for

impossible, past conditions, ‘ought to have’, ‘should/n’t have’ to express regrets about the past, ‘I wish’, ‘If only’ + past, connectors e.g.

‘although’, ‘however’, ‘nevertheless’ and ‘due to’ etc. Vocabulary:  useful phrases include: ‘on the whole’, ‘point of view’, ‘out of work’, ‘you

never know’, ‘you won’t get away with’, sections of the news such as: politics, economy, ecology, weather, sport, crime etc.  Activities:

choose the character to continue the conversation, complete the gaps with the correct verb, reading to find words from definitions, true or

false listening comprehension, listen and repeat, make sentences based on the pictures, listen and select the correct picture and complete

the sentences with a word from the list.

      If only

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar as well as the structures and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of

interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led

listening practice with the vocabulary items. Structures and functions:  making deductions about the past using ‘must have’, ‘could have’,

‘may or might have’, the third conditional for impossible past conditions, ‘ought to have’, ‘should/n’t have’ to expressing regrets about the

past, ‘I wish’ and ‘ If only’ + past , connectors e.g. ‘although’, ‘however’, ‘nevertheless’ and ‘due to’. Vocabulary:  sections of the news e.g.

politics, economy, ecology, weather, sport, crime etc. Activities: pronunciation practice with an exercise to write the homophones,

complete the gaps with the correct tense, choose the correct option about types of news stories, gap fills, dictation listening practice, real

life dialogue film dubbing and choosing synonymous sentences.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 3

      Interviewing a head teacher
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Aims: to learn and acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. The vocabulary is based on school and education with words and expressions such as: report, mark, project, break and

the various school subjects. 

      Student's report

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as some additional structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions:  talking about education, the third conditional, talking about ability. Vocabulary:  school and education, useful

phrases e.g.: ‘too good to be true’, ‘my heart’s not in it’, ‘think for yourself’, ‘make the most of it’, ‘pay attention’ and ‘what’s the point?’

Activities: association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, complete the gaps with a word from the list, read and listen to

choose the correct ending, pronunciation practice with listening and repetition, complete the gaps with the correct verb form  and error

detection and correction.

      Compulsory education

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar as well as the structures and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of

interactive exercises. Structures and functions:  talking about education, third conditional and talking about ability. Vocabulary: school and

education. Activities: pronunciation of the short forms of auxiliary verbs, reading comprehension to complete the gaps with the correct form

of the verb, reading comprehension to choose correct or incorrect sentences, choose the most appropriate ending, real life dialogue film

dubbing and choosing synonymous sentences.

      Technology and learning - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read a written passage of text about technology and learning. The text is followed by questions in sequential order

that elicit students' skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general meaning, particular details and

logical inferences. The suggested activities comprise multiple-choice and true/false questions as well as matching statements with their

corresponding sections. By practicing active and effective reading students acquire strong cognitive skills such as attention, auditory

analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing speed and visualisation.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 4

      I have to see a doctor!

Aims: to learn and acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. Vocabulary:  seeing the doctor, illness, medical check-up, fizzy drink, specialist and a balanced diet.

      Healthy eating

Aims: to learn and practice the target grammar and additional structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: reported questions as well as ‘as’, ‘since’, ‘because’ and ‘due to’. Vocabulary: seeing the doctor and medical

conditions, useful phrases e.g.: ‘off colour’, ‘can’t face it’, ‘that doesn’t sound like you’ and ‘at last’ and also healthy eating. Activities: listen

and repeat, sentence transformation - changing from direct to reported questions, true or false reading comprehension, listen and

complete the gaps, association of questions  with corresponding pictures, write the correct verb tense to complete the gaps, choose the

most appropriate verb and  listen and repeat.

      Natural medicine

Aims: to revise and consolidate the grammar as well as the structures and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of

interactive exercises. Structures and functions: reported questions, explaining cause with ‘as’, ‘since’, ‘because’ and ‘due to’. Vocabulary:

seeing the doctor, various medical conditions and healthy eating. Activities: pronunciation, choose the most appropriate word from the list

to complete the gaps, choose the best ending for the sentences, common exceptions to pronunciation rules, reading and completing a

text, listen and correct the mistakes, real life dialogue and film dubbing and choosing synonymous sentences.

      Food health - Use of English

Students learn vocabulary and useful phrases to talk about the food of the future. After reading a cloze text with gaps, students have to

practice with it through a series of interactive exercises in which they find the lexicon in the specific context.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 5
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      You need a retreat

Aims: to learn and internalise the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. Vocabulary:  religion and associated vocabulary e.g. ‘in retreat’, ‘to reflect (on)’, ‘holy place’ and other useful words and

expressions. 

      Missionaries

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as some more structures, functions and vocabulary through a series of interactive

exercises. Structures and functions: talking about religion, expressing purpose using ‘so that’ + clause, ‘for’ + noun, ‘in order to’ + verb, ‘to’

+ verb, active and passive forms as well as phrases with two objects and ‘to have something done’. Vocabulary: religion, useful phrases

e.g.: ‘to wind down’, ‘coming up’, ‘feel free’. Activities: student-led listening, choose the most appropriate ending, listen and repeat,

sentence transformation from active to passive, reading comprehension, complete the sentences, multiple choice listening

comprehension, choose the correct ending, listen and repeat with active and passive phrases, listen and repeat with to have something

done and choose the correct picture according to the listening. 

      Meditation

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar as well as the structures and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of

interactive exercises. Structures and functions: talking about religion, expressing purpose using ‘so that’ + clause, ‘for’ + noun, ‘in order to’

+ verb, ‘to’ + verb, active and passive forms, phrases with two objects, to have something done (have + object + participle) Vocabulary:

American and British English - some common differences and religions. Activities: pronunciation practice at distinguishing sounds, write

the American synonyms, write the correct tense in the gaps, complete the text with the correct sentence, responding to questions, real life

dialogue and film dubbing as well as choosing synonymous sentences. 

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 6

      Moving plans

This lesson provides a choice of revision and extension activities: Pronunciation practice with a listen and repeat exercise, reading

comprehension to choose synonyms to complete the text, true or false comprehension exercise, correct the errors, listening and writing to

review reported speech, choose the appropriate relative pronoun to complete the sentences and sentence transformation from active to

passive.

      Dear doctor

Activities: listen and fill the gaps, pronunciation practice with listen and repeat, gap-fill and true or false reading comprehensions as well as

the real life dialogue and film dubbing exercise. 

      Treatment or punishment

This lesson provides a choice of revision and extension activities: listening practice with a gap-fill exercise, guess and spell the word

according to the definitions and some vocabulary practice with British and American English.

      Working abroad - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read a written passage of text about working abroad. The text is followed by questions in sequential order that elicit

students' skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general meaning, particular details and logical

inferences. The suggested activities comprise multiple-choice and true/false questions as well as matching statements with their

corresponding sections. By practicing active and effective reading students acquire strong cognitive skills such as attention, auditory

analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing speed and visualisation.

      Renovating your home - Dictation

In this lesson students have to follow the dictation of a text on renovating a home. Students practise first and foremost their listening and

writing skills and within the latter a range of sub-skills from spelling to punctuation. Moreover, this dictation makes students practise and

enhance their vocabulary, syntax, grammar and, when reviewing his/her work, proofreading. The written passage of text has been divided

into different phrases or sentences and it is listened to by the student, who has to write it. Students can listen to the phrase or sentence as

many times as they wish and even ask for help if needed. Once a paragraph has been completed, students re-read it while listening to the

audio and move on to the next paragraph.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 
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    Unit 7

      Jeweller's - Typical situation

A practical immersion in the language, where by the student will live through a real life situation, similar to one they would confront in the

language in which they are learning. In this lesson the student will be introduced to new vocabulary, then once the exercise has been

completed, they will then have an opportunity to do some practice with this same new vocabulary. 

      Animals and education - Dialogue

The student will listen to a series of questions which they can answer freely. In this lesson new vocabulary will be introduced. Once the

lesson has finished, the student will then be able to have some practice with this same new vocabulary.

      Easy communication - Listening comprehension

In this lesson students practice and test their listening skills, so they must pay attention to the oral information that is heard in different

exercises and answer to a set of related questions about easy communication and other topics.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Course revision

      Final test

In this last lesson of the course and as a way to revise, the student will come across a variety of exercises which will help consolidate and

evaluate any knowledge which has been acquired throughout the duration of the course.

  English Dexway Academy - Level C1 - Course 1

    Unit 1

      Starting out the theatre group

Aims: to expand the structures and vocabulary covered in the previous blocks through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items, where student has to listen and repeat the presented sentences. Structures and functions: presentation of target

vocabulary through contextual sentences. Vocabulary: introduction to new vocabulary items e.g. variety, diagram, lecturer, to look up, to

fetch, gesture. Activities: association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures and a multiple choice listening comprehension

with a real life dialogue. 

      Studying must be learned

Aims: to expand the structures and vocabulary covered  as well as to present and practice the grammar through a series of interactive

exercises such as reading, listening and answering questions, gap-filling, etc. Structures and functions: full tense review of present tenses,

past tenses, perfect tenses and future tenses and uses of 'get’. Vocabulary includes some more useful expressions such as: ‘on the dole’,

‘in a rut’, ‘to get the gist’, ‘to get rid of’, ‘to split up’, ‘to take your mind off’, ‘to count someone in’, ‘on the contrary’ and also words to talk

about non-verbal communication and language learning. Activities: reading and listening comprehension, finding synonyms, true or false

listening comprehension, error detection and correction.  

      Body language

Aims: to expand, consolidate and review the structures and vocabulary covered in the previous lessons through a series of interactive

exercises such as pronunciation practice with listen and repeat exercises, gap-filling, dubbing the film, etc. Structures and functions:

review of present tenses, past tenses, perfect tenses, future tenses, uses of 'get' and prepositions collocated with verbs. Vocabulary:

revision of useful expressions and phrasal verbs covered such as: ‘on the dole’, ‘in a rut’, ‘to get the gist’, ‘to get rid of’, ‘to split up’, ‘to take

your mind off’, ‘to count someone in’ and ‘on the contrary’. Activities: pronunciation and listening practice with spelling, association of

sentences and words with corresponding pictures, error detection and correction, a real life dialogue to dub and an exercise to choose

synonymous sentences.  

      World music tour - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read a written passage of text about international music albums. The text is followed by questions in a sequential

order that elicit students' skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general meaning, particular details and

logical inferences. The suggested activities comprise multiple-choice and true/false questions as well as matching statements with their

corresponding sections. By practicing active and effective reading students acquire strong cognitive skills such as attention, auditory

analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing speed and visualisation.

      Memories of boarding school - Listening comprehension
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In this lesson students practice and test their listening skills, so they must pay attention to the oral information that is heard in different

exercises and answer to a set of related questions about education, specifically the life in a boarding school.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 2

      Joining the group

Aims: to expand the structures and vocabulary covered through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items. Structures

and functions: presentation of new vocabulary through contextual sentences using the grammar covered until now. Vocabulary

presentation of new words and expressions: ‘background’, ‘motorist’, ‘chairman’, ‘theme’, ‘prospects’, ‘to write an account of’, ‘hardship’,

‘crisis’, ‘in the former or latter’, ‘manage to’, ‘recall’, ‘amongst’ etc. Activities: association of sentences and words with corresponding

pictures, listen and repeat and listening comprehension to choose the correct ending for the sentences. 

      Witness

Aims: to present, practice and expand the grammar covered through a series of interactive exercises such as gap-filling, associating

sentences with corresponding pictures, reading texts, etc. Structures and functions: past simple vs. past continuous, present perfect

simple and continuous vs. past perfect simple and continuous, ‘used to’ and ‘use to’ vs. would for past habits and dates. Vocabulary:

useful expressions e.g.: ‘let me introduce you to, I’d like you to meet, better late than never, it’s been a pleasure to meet you’, ‘to run into

someone or something’ and ‘the matter in hand’. Activities: association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, reading and

listening comprehension to choose an appropriate sentence, listening comprehension to choose the correct ending for the sentences,

listen and repeat and  listening and writing practice in a note taking exercise. 

      Explorers

Aims: to consolidate and review the structures, grammar and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of interactive exercises

such as listening and repeating vocabulary, filling-in the gaps, choosing the correct option, dubbing the film, etc. Structures and functions:

past simple vs. past continuous, present perfect simple and continuous vs. past perfect simple and continuous, ‘used to’ and ‘use to’ vs.

‘would’ for past habits as well as dates. Vocabulary: addressing people with the correct titles and appropriate responses, revision of useful

expressions: ‘let me introduce you to’, ‘I’d like you to meet’, ‘better late than never’, ‘it’s been a pleasure to meet you’, ‘to run into someone

or something’ and ‘the matter in hand’. Activities: pronunciation, true or false listening comprehension, vocabulary revision with a gap fill

exercise, error detection and correction, choose the appropriate response, real life dialogue, dub the film and choosing synonymous

sentences.  

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 3

      Have you ever done any acting before?

Aims: to expand the structures and vocabulary covered through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items. Structures

and functions: presentation of new vocabulary through contextual sentences and dialogues using the structures covered until now.

Vocabulary: presentation of new vocabulary e.g.: ‘box office’,  ‘performance’, ‘troublemakers’, ‘seaside’, ‘to line up’, ‘eventful’, ‘refreshing’,

‘rest room’ etc. Activities: association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, listen and repeat and listening comprehension

to choose the correct ending for the sentences. 

      Defence of theatre

Aims: to study, practice and expand the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered through a series of interactive exercises such as

listening and repeating, correct/incorrect sentences, gap-filling, associating words or sentences with pictures, etc. Structures and

functions: present perfect simple vs. present perfect continuous, present perfect + often, still, yet, already, just, time markers: ‘for’, ‘since’,

‘during’, ‘while’, articles: 'the’ or zero, prepositions of place: in, on, by, at. Vocabulary: useful expressions e.g. ‘to get the bug for

something’, ‘to keep’ verb+ing, ‘to work something out’, ‘to make a fool of oneself’, ‘to do some’ verb+ing, geographical names and location

reference, theatre and letters to the editor. Activities: association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, listen and repeat,

reading to find errors, supply the correct tense to fill the gaps, true or false reading comprehension, listening comprehension to choose the

appropriate ending for the sentences.  

      Notes of a traveller
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Aims: to consolidate and review the structures, grammar and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of interactive exercises

such as pronunciation practice, fill in the gap activities, dubbing the film, etc. Structures and functions: present perfect simple vs. present

perfect continuous, present perfect + often, still, yet, already, just…, time markers: ‘for’, ‘since’, ‘during’, ‘while’, articles: 'the' or zero,

prepositions of place: in, on, by, at. Vocabulary: useful expressions e.g.: ‘to get the bug for something’, ‘to keep’ verb+ing, ‘to work

something out’, ‘to make a fool of oneself’, ‘to do some verb+ing’, geographical names and location reference, theatre and letters to the

editor. Activities: pronunciation of abbreviations, answer the questions in various formats, supply the correct word or phrase to fill the gaps,

true or false reading comprehension, listening comprehension and write the correct tense, real life dialogue, film dubbing and choosing

synonymous sentences. 

      Health disorders - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read a written passage of text about health disorders. The text is followed by questions in a sequential order that

elicit students' skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general meaning, particular details and logical

inferences. The suggested activities comprise multiple-choice and true/false questions as well as matching statements with their

corresponding sections. By practicing active and effective reading students acquire strong cognitive skills such as attention, auditory

analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing speed and visualisation.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 4

      Rehearsing in a hired hall

Aims: to expand the structures and vocabulary covered through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items. Structures

and functions: presentation of new vocabulary through contextual sentences and dialogues. Presentation of new vocabulary e.g.: ‘life

expectancy’, ‘costume’, ‘representative’, ‘wildlife’, ‘dominant’, ‘trial’, ‘settlement’, ‘to be aware of something’, ‘gathered’, etc. Activities:

association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, listen and repeat and a listening comprehension exercise to choose the

correct ending for the sentences. 

      Our brain's potential

Aims: to present, practice and expand the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered through a series of interactive exercises such as

selecting the best option, writing sentences, gap-filling, etc. Structures and functions: ‘will’ and ‘shall’ for promises, predictions, offers and

suggestions; future continuous, future perfect simple and continuous with ‘by then’ and ‘by the time’. Vocabulary: useful expressions e.g.:

‘to take time off’, ‘to fall into the wrong hands’, ‘to go ahead with’, ‘to stand in for’, ‘to get a feel for’, ‘to get hold of’, ‘to bear in mind’,

science, synonyms and antonyms. Activities: association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, reading and listening to find

synonyms and antonyms, listening comprehension to choose the appropriate phrase and a gap-fill listening. 

      By the year 2050...

Aims: to consolidate, review and expand the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the lessons through a series of interactive

exercises such as pronunciation practice, selecting the correct word, filling in the gaps, dubbing the film and finding synonymous

sentences. Structures and functions: ‘will’ and ‘shall’ for promises, predictions, offers and suggestions; future continuous, future perfect

simple and continuous with ‘by then’ and ‘by the time’. Vocabulary: useful expressions e.g. ‘to take time off’, ‘to fall into the wrong hands’,

‘to go ahead with’, ‘to stand in for’, ‘to get a feel for’, ‘to get hold of’, ‘to bear in mind’,  science, synonyms and antonyms. Activities:

pronunciation and word stress, reading and listening to choose the appropriate word, listening for specific information, reading and

listening to complete gaps, real life dialogue, dub the film, and choosing synonymous sentences.  

      Meaningful celebrations - Use of English

Students learn vocabulary and useful phrases to talk about meaningful celebrations. After reading a cloze text with gaps, students have to

practice with it through a series of interactive exercises in which they find the lexicon in the specific context.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 5

      An invitation to the local press
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Aims: to expand the structures and vocabulary covered through a series of interactive exercises such as word/sentence-picture

association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the vocabulary items. Structures

and functions: presentation of new vocabulary through contextual sentences. The vocabulary focuses on the body: forehead, wrist, thumb,

toe, complexion, pale and well built. Activities: association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, listen and repeat, listening

comprehension to choose the appropriate ending and gap fill listening comprehension. 

      Popular characters

Aims: to study, practice and expand the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered through a series of interactive exercises such as

listen and repeat, write correct sentences, selecting the right image, fill in the gaps, reading texts, read and choose the correct answer, etc.

Structures and functions: order of adjectives, compound adjectives, family resemblance with ‘look alike’. Vocabulary: body, ankle, chin,

eyebrows,  eyelashes,  forehead,  hips,  knee,  palms,  shoulders,  waist,  wrist; talking about similarities: ‘to look like’, ‘to take after’, ‘to

seem to be’, ‘to look as if’, ‘to look alike’; useful expressions: ‘to look as if’, ‘to have a weakness for’, ‘to be fond of’, ‘to win someone´s

heart’, ‘all over the world’, ‘to be deep in thought’, revision of clothes vocabulary: trendy, smart, casual, shawl, tracksuit, trainers, etc.

Activities: association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, listen and repeat, listening comprehension to choose the

appropriate answer, gap fill listening comprehension and sentence transformation.

      How do you tell them apart?

Aims: to review, consolidate, practice and expand the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered through a series of interactive

exercises such as listen and repeat, write correct sentences, selecting the right image, fill in the gaps, reading texts, read and choose the

correct answer, etc. Structures and functions: expressing degrees: ‘fairly’, ‘slightly’, ‘extremely’, talking about approximate ages: early, mid,

late and compound adjectives. Vocabulary: revision of lexical fields including: ages, physical descriptions and appearances. Activities:

pronunciation and word stress, listen and repeat, listening for specific information: completing a form, reading comprehension to supply

alternative descriptions, error correction, real life dialogue film dubbing and choosing synonymous sentences. 

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 6

      The first performance

Aims: to review and consolidate the vocabulary, structures and pronunciation of the block through a series of interactive exercises such as

dialogue understanding, listening and repeating, dubbing the film, etc. Structures and functions: revision of structures and functions

through contextual practice. Vocabulary revision through extended contextual practice. Activities: listening comprehension to choose the

appropriate ending, pronunciation of the schwa sound, listen and repeat and real life dialogue film dubbing. 

      "How do you do"

Aims: to review and consolidate the structures, grammar and vocabulary covered in the block through a series of interactive exercises

such as readings, completing the sentences, filling in the gaps, etc. Structures and functions: revision of structures and functions through

contextual practice such as supplying the correct tense according to context and choosing the correct modal verbs. Vocabulary revision of

common verbs e.g.: to get, to look , take ,to carry, to run, to keep, to stand and to work, revision of lexical fields from the previous lessons:

appearances, ages and feelings. Activities: reading and listening comprehension focused on supplying specific information, true or false

reading comprehension, sentence transformation and gap-fills. 

      I'm quite jet-lagged

Aims: to review and consolidate the structures and vocabulary covered through a series of interactive exercises such as listening and

answering questions etc. Structures and functions: revision of structures and functions through contextual practice in dialogues and

sentences. Vocabulary revision of lexical fields from the previous units: clothes, education, holidays, home life. Activities: Listening

comprehension using specific information and reading comprehension to choose the most appropriate word. 

      A change for the better - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read a written passage of text about changes in life. The text is followed by questions in a sequential order that

elicit students' skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general meaning, particular details and logical

inferences. The suggested activities comprise multiple-choice and true/false questions as well as matching statements with their

corresponding sections. By practicing active and effective reading students acquire strong cognitive skills such as attention, auditory

analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing speed and visualisation.

      The Multangular Tower - Dictation
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In this lesson students have to follow the dictation of a text on tourism, specifically on The Multangular Tower. Students practice first and

foremost their listening and writing skills and within the latter a range of sub-skills from spelling to punctuation. Moreover, this dictation

makes students practise and enhance their vocabulary, syntax, grammar and, when reviewing his/her work, proofreading. The written

passage of text has been divided into different phrases or sentences and it is listened to by the student, who has to write it. Students can

listen to the phrase or sentence as many times as they wish and even ask for help if needed. Once a paragraph has been completed,

students re-read it while listening to the audio and move on to the next paragraph.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 7

      Chemist's - Typical situation

A practical immersion in the language, where by the student will live through a real life situation, similar to one they would confront in the

language in which they are learning. In this lesson the student will be introduced to new vocabulary, then once the exercise has been

completed, they will then have an opportunity to do some practice with this same new vocabulary. 

      Travelling - Dialogue

The student will listen to a series of questions which they can answer freely. In this lesson new vocabulary will be introduced. Once the

lesson has finished, the student will then be able to have some practice with this same new vocabulary.

      Cake design - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read a written passage of text about the life of a famous cake decorator. The text is followed by questions in a

sequential order that elicit students' skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general meaning, particular

details and logical inferences. The suggested activities comprise multiple-choice, matching statements with their corresponding sections

and choosing the best summary for the text. By practicing active and effective reading students acquire strong cognitive skills such as

attention, auditory analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing speed and visualisation.

      Secrets of the sacred lake - Use of English

Students learn vocabulary and useful phrases to talk about the secret of a sacred lake in Central America, the most popular pet and scuba

diving. After reading a cloze text with gaps, students have to practice with it through a series of interactive exercises in which they find the

lexicon in the specific context.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Course revision

      Final test

In this last lesson of the course and as a way to revise, the student will come across a variety of exercises which will help consolidate and

evaluate any knowledge which has been acquired throughout the duration of the course.

  English Dexway Academy - Level C1 - Course 2

    Unit 1

      Shopping at the supermarket

Aims: to learn and acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. Vocabulary:  the press, necklace, audience; food: minced meat, courgette, aubergine, pear, strawberries, feelings and

abstract nouns such as: courage, respect and affinity. 

      Successful relationships

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: - expressing opinions, likes and preferences , articles: a, an, the, zero, describing graphs and statistics, abstract

nouns: sincerity, communication, affinity, motivation, trust etc, quantifiers: ‘a little’, ‘little’, ‘a few’, ‘few’, ‘quite a bit of’, ‘quite a lot of’ and

‘loads’. Vocabulary: food and shopping, percentages and fractions, useful phrases: ‘how did it go?’, ‘to make a change’, ‘to run for ‘(plays),

‘it's about’, ‘as far as I know’ etc. Activities: student-led listening with articles, listen and repeat to practice statistics, write the fractions, fill

the gaps with the appropriate articles,  reading comprehension to identify abstract nouns,  reading comprehension to order the different

factors, student-led listening, fill the gaps with quantifiers, fill the gaps with nouns, listening comprehension.

      In round figures
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Aims: to review and consolidate the structures and vocabulary related to the lesson through a series of interactive exercises. Structures

and functions:  expressing opinions, likes and preferences, articles: a, an, the, zero, describing graphs and statistics, abstract nouns:

sincerity, communication, affinity, motivation, trust etc, quantifiers: ‘a little’, ‘little’, ‘a few’, ‘few’, ‘quite a bit of’, ‘quite a lot of’ and ‘loads’.

Vocabulary: food, numbers: times, fractions, percentages and dates. Activities: pronunciation exercise to listen and choose the correct

sound, listening comprehension to write the figures, sentence transformation using nouns, correct the sentences on the theme of articles,

real life dialogue and film dubbing as well as choosing synonymous sentences.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 2

      Going on a tour

Aims: to learn and assimilate the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. Vocabulary: international warning signs - forbidden, permitted and more general vocabulary: porch, barbeque, in the

open air, claim, hand in, settle in, renew, choice, position, harmony and probability: likely, unlikely, sure.

      A mythical island

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: expressing permission and prohibition, talking about probability: likely, unlikely, sure, expressing ability: can,

could, to be able to, to manage to, may or might, must, may and might for suppositions and logical deductions about present and past,

review of modals for permission and obligation: must, mustn't, needn't, have to, don't have to. Vocabulary: useful expressions e.g. ‘to know

in advance’, ‘to be one's own boss’, ‘short term contract’, ‘to keep in suspense’, ‘to be worth someone's while’ etc, synonyms and

antonyms . Activities: student-led listening, complete the sentence with an appropriate word, sentence transformation on the theme of

probability, listen and repeat, reading comprehension to finding synonyms and antonyms, word and picture association, listening to choose

appropriate answers and  multiple choice options.

      We would make a name for ourselves

Aims: to review and consolidate the structures and vocabulary related to the lesson through a series of interactive exercises.  Structures

and functions: expressing permission and prohibition, talking about probability: likely, unlikely, sure, expressing ability: can, could, to be

able to, to manage to, may/might.  Must, may and might for suppositions and logical deductions about present and past, review of modals

for permission and obligation: must, mustn't, needn't, have to, don't have to The vocabulary section reviews useful expressions: ‘to know in

advance’, ‘to be one's own boss’, ‘short term contract’, ‘to keep in suspense’, ‘to be worth someone's while’ etc and synonyms and

antonyms. Activities: pronunciation of long and short vowel sounds with a listen and repeat exercise, fill the gaps with an appropriate

modal verb, multiple choice: choose the most appropriate tense, error detection and correction, association of pictures with camp rules,

real life dialogue film dubbing and choosing synonymous sentences. 

      The Mildenhall Treasure - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read a written passage of text about the story of a treasure in Mildenhall (UK). The text is followed by questions in a

sequential order that elicit students' skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general meaning, particular

details and logical inferences. The suggested activities comprise multiple-choice, matching statements with their corresponding sections

and vocabulary questions. By practicing active and effective reading students acquire strong cognitive skills such as attention, auditory

analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing speed and visualisation.

      A place I could call home - Listening comprehension

In this lesson students practice and test their listening skills, so they must pay attention to the oral information that is heard in different

exercises and answer to a set of related questions about education, specifically the life in a boarding school.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 3

      Getting the contract

Aims: to learn and acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. Vocabulary: nativity play, advertisement, signature, recipient, cab, queries, agony aunt, presently, actually, afterwards,

ghost as well as some more American English: highway, elevator, drug store.

      An agony aunt
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Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: asking for and giving advice, making offers: ‘would you like me to..?’, ‘Can I..?’, ‘Shall I?’, ‘I'll?’, writing a letter

and responding to offers. Vocabulary: nativity play, advertisement, signature etc. Useful phrases: ‘to have a night in’, ‘to get things in

proportion’, ‘to go through a phase’, ‘to feel sorry for one's self’, ‘to make a note of’ and ‘at leisure’, agony aunts and advice columns.

Activities: association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, listening and reading to choose the appropriate response,

make offers by filling the gaps, pronunciation, listen and repeat, reading and listening comprehension to answer the questions, writing

practice with an exercise to supply an appropriate question, listening and writing - respond to the offers and true or false listening

comprehension.

      Get things into proportion

Aims: to review and consolidate the structures and vocabulary related to the lesson through a series of interactive exercises. Structures

and functions:  asking for and giving advice, making offers: ‘would you like me to..?’, ‘can I..?’, ‘shall I?’ and  ‘I'll?’, responding to offers,

detecting the appropriate tone and language: formal vs. informal. Vocabulary: British vs. American English and a review of useful

expressions. Activities: pronunciation focus on diphthongs, listening comprehension and detecting tone, substitution of  American

synonyms,  association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, gap fill, real life dialogue and film dubbing as well as

choosing synonymous sentences.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 4

      Some troubles with the tour

Aims: to learn and acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. Vocabulary: front cover, photo session, faith, mankind, miniature, devoted, playful, sexist, tend, pedigree, wild, moggy

the big screen and role. 

      Top model and future star

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: verbs with gerunds and infinitives e.g. ‘avoid seeing’ and ‘tend to be’. ‘Who’, ‘where’, ‘what’, ‘when’, ‘how’ +

infinitive, verbs with dual meanings: infinitives vs. gerunds: she stopped to smoke or stopped smoking; remember to buy or remember

buying etc. Vocabulary: useful expressions such as ‘to my mind’, ‘in her element’, ‘in the public eye’, ‘it's no use’ and ‘there's no point’.

Activities: student-led listening, make synonymous sentences , complete the gaps with verbs in the correct tenses , reading and listening

to answer questions, finding synonyms, gap-fill, listen and repeat and listen and answer.

      Your dog on the big screen

Aims: to revise and consolidate the structures and vocabulary related to the lesson through a series of interactive exercises. Structures

and functions: verbs with gerund sand infinitives e.g. ‘avoid seeing’ and ‘tend to be’. ‘Who’, ‘where’, ‘what’, ‘when’, ‘how’ + infinitive, verbs

with dual meanings: infinitives vs. gerunds: she stopped to smoke or stopped smoking; remember to buy or remember buying etc.

Vocabulary: useful expressions such as ‘to my mind’, ‘in her element’, ‘in the public eye’, ‘it's no use’ and ‘there's no point’. Activities:

pronunciation of diphthongs, error detection and correction, choose the correct word to fill the gaps, write the correct tense, real life

dialogue and film dubbing, and choosing synonymous sentences.

      The Color Purple - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read a written passage of text about the film The Color Purple. The text is followed by questions in a sequential

order that elicit students' skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general meaning, particular details and

logical inferences. The suggested activities comprise multiple-choice, matching statements with their corresponding sections and

vocabulary questions. By practicing active and effective reading students acquire strong cognitive skills such as attention, auditory

analysis, sound blending, sound segmenting, memory, processing speed and visualisation.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 5

      Saying goodbye
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Aims: to learn and acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. The vocabulary input focuses on household objects and appliances: dishwasher, clothes hangers, sewing machine;

shapes: pyramid, cylinder, cube and materials: bamboo, velvet, pottery. 

      Choosing a present

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: describing objects and the order of adjectives, expressing purpose using ‘for’ or ‘to’. Vocabulary: take my place,

needless to say, dress up etc; shapes: pyramid, cylinder, cube, oval, square and triangular; compound nouns: key-ring, shoulder-bag etc.

Activities: writing with everyday objects, student-led listening, association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, write the

correct shapes in the gaps,  listening to write the objects according to their definitions, true or false listening comprehension, listen and

repeat, listening and reading comprehension, make sentences about the images and spelling - write the missing letters.

      How objects are

Aims: to review and consolidate the structures and vocabulary related to the lesson through a series of interactive exercises. Structures

and functions: describing objects, expressing purpose using ‘for’ or ‘to’. Vocabulary: take my place, needless to say, dress up etc; shapes:

pyramid, cylinder, cube, oval, square, triangular and compound nouns: key-ring, shoulder-bag etc.  Activities: pronunciation of triphthongs

in sentences, listen and repeat, complete the descriptions, listening comprehension to answer yes or no, association of sentences and

words with corresponding pictures, real life dialogue and film dubbing as well as choosing synonymous sentences.

      Working out the puzzle - Use of English

Students learn vocabulary and useful phrases to talk about taking decisions. After reading a cloze text with gaps, students have to practice

with it through a series of interactive exercises in which they find the lexicon in the specific context.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 6

      On the way to Ireland

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the whole block through a series of interactive

exercises. Activities: listening comprehension and gap-fill, pronunciation practice with the revision of difficult sounds, real life dialogue and

film dubbing.

      Christmas stories

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the whole block through a series of interactive

exercises. Activities: reading and listening comprehension with true or false  answers, multiple choice listening comprehension, reading

and writing practice to choose the appropriate ending, gap-fill reading comprehension and writing practice with a complete the sentences

exercise.

      Brunch or a regular meal?

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the whole block through a series of interactive

exercises. Activities: true or false reading and listening comprehension, multiple choice listening comprehension, reading and writing to

choose the appropriate ending, reading comprehension and gap-fill and a sentence completion exercise.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 7

      Setting up a business account - Typical situation

A practical immersion in the language, where by the student will live through a real life situation, similar to one they would confront in the

language in which they are learning. In this lesson the student will be introduced to new vocabulary, then once the exercise has been

completed, they will then have an opportunity to do some practice with this same new vocabulary. 

      Your interests - Dialogue

The student will listen to a series of questions which they can answer freely. In this lesson new vocabulary will be introduced. Once the

lesson has finished, the student will then be able to have some practice with this same new vocabulary.

      Marketing mix - Dictation
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The student will practice their oral comprehension and their writing, at the same time that they learn the vocabulary and useful expressions

from important topics and so put into practice the language they are learning in a more advanced way.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Course revision

      Final test

In this last lesson of the course and as a way to revise, the student will come across a variety of exercises which will help consolidate and

evaluate any knowledge which has been acquired throughout the duration of the course.

  English Dexway Academy - Level C1 - Course 3

    Unit 1

      In an Irish pub

Aims: to learn and acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. Vocabulary: ladder, horseshoe, itchy palm, lucky charm, fountain, congress, hold on to, to pull a lever, to adjust a dial

etc as well as describing people and places. 

      Visiting the doctor

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: expressing real and unreal conditions with ‘even if’, ‘until’, ‘in case’, expressing general truths and mixed

conditionals. Vocabulary: to have something on one’s mind, to go on a spree, play safe, to let oneself go, jump at the chance and

describing people and places. Activities: association of sentences and words with their corresponding pictures, an exercise to choose the

appropriate word to complete the sentences and also more practice using the words provided to make sentences and listening to finish the

sentences.

      The Emerald Island

Aims: to review and consolidate the structures and vocabulary from the lesson through a series of interactive exercises. Structures and

functions: expressing real and unreal conditions using ‘even if’, ‘provided’ and ‘unless’; expressing general truths and giving advice and

mixed conditionals. Vocabulary: to go on a spree, play safe, to let oneself go, jump at the chance etc as well as describing people and

places. Activities: pronunciation of homographs, listen and repeat, choose the appropriate ending, write the verbs in the correct tense,

listening and reading to answer the questions and predict the story, error detection and correction, real life dialogue and film dubbing as

well as choosing synonymous sentences.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons.

    Unit 2

      Welsh culture

Aims: to assimilate and acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. Vocabulary: to boil, to stir, to pour, materials and fabrics , industry, to manufacture, coal, farm, mining, equality, bachelor

and luxury. 

      A nice cup of tea

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: talking about places, industries, customs, passive voice review in all tenses and verbs with ‘being’: can't stand,

like, love, resent, fancy and don't mind. Vocabulary:  to walk out, generally speaking, to have time to oneself, made by hand, to bring to the

boil, to boil, to stir, to add, to leave and to pour. Activities: complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs, association of

sentences and words with their corresponding pictures and sentence transformation, listen and repeat, complete the instructions, reading

and listening comprehension to find synonyms, sentence transformation from active to passive and listening practice with true or false

comprehension questions.

      Cheap labour for cheap products
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Aims: to review and consolidate the structures and vocabulary seen in the lesson through a series of interactive exercises. Structures and

functions: talking about places, industries and customs, passive voice review in all tenses, verbs with ‘being’: can't stand, like, love, resent,

fancy and don't mind. Vocabulary: to walk out, generally speaking, to have time to oneself, by hand, to boil, to stir, to add, to leave and to

pour. Activities: pronunciation practice with noun formation and the subsequent changes in stress, true or false reading and writing

comprehension, choose the correct word to complete the text, association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, gap-fill

listening comprehension, sentence transformation from active to passive, true or false listening practice, real life dialogue and film dubbing

exercise as well as choosing synonymous sentences. 

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons.

    Unit 3

      Hogmanay in Scotland

Aims: to learn and acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. Vocabulary: tower block, mailman, platter, housing estate, council, to step on, enriched, to fall asleep, windscreen,

steering wheel, pedestrian crossing, rear view mirror, horn, engine, truck and metro.

      The language spoken by the original settlers

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: talking about places, defining and non-defining relative clauses, explaining processes: after, when, before, then

etc. Vocabulary: ‘to say the least’, ‘to spend a fortune’, ‘to back out’, ‘to be made redundant’, ‘to be down the road from’; British and

American English: biscuit/cookie, handbag/purse, flat/apartment - ; prepositions: of, about, by, with and the different parts of a car.

Activities: association of sentences and words with their corresponding pictures, relative pronouns gap-fill and match sentences to make

relative clauses. Pronunciation practice with a listen and repeat exercise, true or false reading and listening comprehension, reading to find

the synonymous British and American words, student-led listening, selecting the best word to complete the sentences and listening and

writing practice with sentence correction.

      Have a nice day!

Aims: to review and consolidate the structures and vocabulary related to the lesson through a series of interactive exercises. Structures

and functions: talking about places, defining and non-defining relative clauses - joining two sentences, explaining processes: after, when,

before, then etc., verbs with pre-fixes: overcooked etc. Vocabulary:  ‘to say the least', ‘to spend a fortune’, ‘to back out’, ‘to be made

redundant’, ‘to be down the road from’; British and American English; prepositions: of, about, by and with. Activities: pronunciation of

prefixes, complete the sentences, sentence transformation from American to British English, writing practice with an exercise to join the

sentences to make relative clauses, error detection and correction , real life dialogue practice with an exercise to dub the film and

choosing synonymous sentences.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons.

    Unit 4

      Sightseeing in London

Aims: to learn and acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. Vocabulary: youngsters, security guard, beg, rational, announce; tourist attractions in London: The Tower of London,

Covent Garden, The British Museum; parapsychology:  horoscopes, fortune telling, telepathy, astrology, intuitive, predictions and

nightmares. 

      The truth game

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: modal verbs review, connectors: ‘so that’, ‘despite’, ‘as’, ‘while’ and reported speech. Vocabulary:

parapsychology, horoscopes, fortune telling, telepathy, astrology. Useful phrases: ‘give it a miss’, ‘take something seriously’, ‘make

something up’, ‘wishful thinking’ and ‘you’re telling me!’  Activities: student-led listening, write the correct modal or auxiliary verb,

association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, choose the appropriate word from the list to complete the task,

pronunciation, reading and listening comprehension as well as a listening and reading comprehension with a gap-fill exercise.

      Famous quotes
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Aims: to revise and consolidate the structures and vocabulary related to the lesson through a series of interactive exercises. Structures

and functions: modal verbs review, reporting quotes and beliefs, forming adjectives,  verbs and nouns (suffixes), ‘say’, ‘tell’ and other

reporting verbs. Vocabulary: parapsychology, horoscopes, fortune telling, telepathy, astrology; useful phrases: ‘give it a miss’, ‘take

something seriously’, ‘make something up’, ‘wishful thinking’. Activities: pronunciation of adjectives from verbs and nouns, pronunciation of

opposite adjectives, writing practice with reporting quotes, write the most suitable word in the gap, writing practice with a task to complete

the synonymous sentences, a real life dialogue and film dubbing exercise as well as choosing synonymous sentences.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons.

    Unit 5

      Remembering the tour

Aims: to learn and acquire the structures and vocabulary related to the topic through a series of interactive exercises such as

word/sentence-picture association, listening comprehension with short, realistic dialogues and student-led listening practice with the

vocabulary items. Vocabulary: aspect, anxiety, subdued, bold, symbolize; tones and colours: lilac, turquoise, beige, shade; paintings:

watercolour, landscape, portrait, sketch, still life; photography: snaps, close-ups, prints.

      Drawing and painting therapy group

Aims: to learn and practice the grammar as well as some more structures and vocabulary through a series of interactive exercises.

Structures and functions: describing pictures, background, to the right or left of, in the bottom left hand corner etc; prepositional clauses,

Vocabulary: tones and colours, dark, light, lilac, beige; Paintings: watercolour, landscape, portrait, sketch, still life, abstract. Useful

phrases: ‘to come to terms with’, ‘speak volumes’, ‘state of mind’, ‘at first sight’. Activities: student-led listening activity, association of

sentences and words with their corresponding pictures and complete the gaps with a word from the list. Pronunciation: listen and repeat ,

listening comprehension to complete a registration form, multiple choice reading comprehension, reading to find synonyms and antonyms,

reading and matching words to definitions, true or false listening comprehension. 

      Handmade greeting cards

Aims: to review and consolidate the structures and vocabulary related to the lesson through a series of interactive exercises. Structures

and functions: describing pictures: background, to the right or left of, in the bottom left hand corner etc.; prepositional clauses. Vocabulary:

tones and colours, dark, light, lilac, beige; Paintings: watercolour, landscape, portrait, sketch; useful expressions: ‘to come to terms with’,

‘speak volumes’, ‘state of mind’ and ‘at first sight. Activities: pronunciation practice with a listen and repeat exercise on onomatopoeia,

gap-fill reading comprehension, association of sentences and words with corresponding pictures, choose an appropriate ending, true or

false reading comprehension, real life dialogue practice with a film dubbing exercise, as well as choosing synonymous sentences.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons.

    Unit 6

      Making plans for the future

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the whole block through a series of interactive

exercises. Activities: true or false listening comprehension, pronunciation practice with word and syllable stress and real life dialogue

practice with a film dubbing exercise.

      Revealing your luck

Aims: to revise and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the whole block through a series of interactive

exercises. Activities: reading and listening to answer the questions, listening to complete the gaps, error correction, reading and writing

practice with a gap-fill exercise.

      Spiritualists

Aims: to review and consolidate the grammar, structures and vocabulary covered in the whole block through a series of interactive

exercises.  Activities: association of sentences and words with their corresponding pictures, use the correct tense to complete the text and

choose the appropriate word according to the definitions.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons.

    Unit 7

      Trouble abroad - stolen credit card and passport - Typical situation
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A practical immersion in the language, where by the student will live through a real life situation, similar to one they would confront in the

language in which they are learning. In this lesson the student will be introduced to new vocabulary, then once the exercise has been

completed, they will then have an opportunity to do some practice with this same new vocabulary. 

      Superstitions - Dialogue

The student will listen to a series of questions which they can then answer freely by sending their answers to a teacher, on-line. In this

lesson new vocabulary will be introduced. Once the lesson has finished, the student will then be  able to have some practice with this

same new vocabulary.

      Buzz words - Dictation

The student will practice their oral comprehension and their writing, at the same time that they learn the vocabulary and useful expressions

from important topics and so put into practice the language they are learning in a more advanced way.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Course revision

      Final test

In this last lesson of the course and as a way to revise, the student will come across a variety of exercises which will help consolidate and

evaluate any knowledge which has been acquired throughout the duration of the course.

  English Dexway Academy - Level C2 - Course 1

    Unit 1

      Dictionary use

Functions: Defining words: how to use a dictionary. - Grammar: Phrasal verbs catch up (on), drop in ( on sb.), fall out, give up, look for,

make of, rub out, turn out, etc. - Vocabulary: Abbreviations.

      Discusion and debate

Functions: Expressing discussion and debate. - Grammar: Introductory verbs in reported speech: agree/ promise/+infinitive, deny+gerund

Types of connectors: comparing and contrasting connectors , adding ideas connectors , cause connectors, reason connectors, purpose

connectors and result connectors . - Vocabulary: Discussion and debate.

      Peace pilgrim

Functions: Using relatives - Grammar: Meaning and uses of whoever, whichever, whatever, wherever, whenever, however. - Vocabulary:

Mysticism.

      Women adventurers

Functions: Talking about the past: women adventures. - Grammar: Different uses and meanings of as and like. - Vocabulary: Adventures.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 2

      Telephoning

Functions: Telephoning conversations. - Grammar: Rules to form the plural: irregular plurals, plurals from latin and greek origin, nouns that

are always plural. Units and containers: a packet, a jar, a carton, a bar, a slice, etc. Basic telephone conversation: useful expressions: can

I speak to...?, would you like me to take a message?, etc. - Vocabulary: Telephoning.

      Formal letters and customer service

Functions: How to write formal letters - Grammar: Inversion in formal language . Inversion in conditionals. Formal expressions: I have been

obliged to, in addition to, please do not hesitate to..., etc. - Vocabulary: Formal letters.

      On vacation at the resort - Typical situation

A practical immersion in the language, where by the student will live through a real life situation, similar to one they would confront in the

language in which they are learning. In this lesson the student will be introduced to new vocabulary, then once the exercise has been

completed, they will then have an opportunity to do some practice with this same new vocabulary. 

      The cash goes on the kids - Dialogue
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The student will listen to a series of questions which they can answer freely. In this lesson new vocabulary will be introduced. Once the

lesson has finished, the student will then be able to have some practice with this same new vocabulary.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons.

    Unit 3

      Colds & flu

Functions: Expressing health problems: symptoms and prescriptions. - Grammar: Impersonal pronouns: one, one's, you, they.

Advice+indications: you really should., etc. - Vocabulary: Health: illnesses( colds and flu), medicines. Giving advices.

      Depression

Functions: Describing symptoms of depression - Grammar: Probability and ability - Vocabulary: Psychology and depression

      Job Hunting - Candidates

Functions: How to look for a job - Grammar: Punctuation marks: apostrophe, suspension points, hyphen, full stop, etc. - Vocabulary: Jobs

and occupations Curriculum vitae: education, work experience, hobbies and interest, references.

      Job Hunting - Interviews

Functions: How to do a job interview - Grammar: Just Indirect questions Emphasis - Vocabulary: Letters of application for a job.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons. 

    Unit 4

      Dolphin therapy

Functions: Expressing physical or emotional handicaps. - Grammar: English common expressions: at speed, be that as it may, even so, in

captivity - Vocabulary: Natural therapy.

      Animal rights

Functions: Talking about animal rights - Grammar: Articles: a/an; the Extreme adjectives: absolutely, utterly, totally, etc. - Vocabulary:

Animals and their background.

      Animal wrongs - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read a review of a film about animal rights. The text is followed by questions in a sequential order that elicit

students’ skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general meaning, particular details and logical

inferences. The suggested activities comprise multiple-choice and matching statements with their corresponding sections.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons.

    Unit 5

      "Three men in a boat"

Functions: Narrating a story - Grammar: Verbs+ prepositions of movement: to sail from....to; to drift past; to glide through, etc. -

Vocabulary: Novels.

      The Brontë sisters

Functions: Talking about the English literature of the nineteenth century ( The Brönte Sisters) - Grammar: Adverb+adjective combinations :

strikingly original, bitterly disappointed, deceptively simple, highly intriguing, deeply religious, deeply disturbing, etc. Inversion for

emphasis: hardly ever/ scarcely ever, no sooner....than, etc. - Vocabulary: Biographies.

      Public speaking

Functions: Showing how to prepare a public speaking - Grammar: Revision of modals : able, allowed to, manage to, succeed in, used to,

likely, needn't, I daresay, etc. Formal expressions in speeches: I should like to, it gives me great pleasure, etc. - Vocabulary: Vocabulary

used in public speaking.

      I'll give you a ring!
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Functions: Talking about colloquial English - Grammar: Ellipsis (omission of words): back in a moment, etc. Tag questions: imperatives,

offers and suggestions. Idioms and colloquial expressions: don't hang about, step on it, watch out!, how should I know?, I'll give you a ring,

what a racket!, etc. - Vocabulary: Colloquial English.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons.

    Unit 6

      Feng Shui

      The moon's influence

      Test exercises

    Unit 7

      A guide to the Seychelles

Functions: Talking about tourism - Grammar: Prepositional phrases with nouns: at the distance of, by means of, in addition to, in charge of,

in search of, in the hope of Weights and measures - Vocabulary: Weights and measures Tourism.

      An international language

Functions: Talking about the English language as an international language - Grammar: Adjectives+ prepositions: involved in, afraid of,

anxious about, etc. Differences between speak and talk ( and tell and say)+ ways of speaking: murmur, whisper, mumble, etc. -

Vocabulary: English words coming from Australia and New Zealand.

      Alternative schools

Functions: Talking about alternative education - Grammar: Nouns+prepositions: a reason for, a disadvantage of, damage to, an attitude to/

towards, contact between, etc. Stative verbs: verbs of senses, mental or emotional verbs, reporting verbs and other verbs such as be,

have, seem/appear, belong , etc. - Vocabulary: Education.

      Happy families

Functions: Talking about the family unit - Grammar: Prepositions+nouns: by accident, under control, etc. See/

watch/notice/hear/listen/feel+object+infinitive or gerund. Verbs of seeing: see, look, observe, spy, gaze, stare, glance, etc. - Vocabulary:

The family.

      The food of the gods

Functions: Talking about the history of Latin America - Grammar: Passives - Vocabulary: Food.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons.

    Course revision

      Final test

In this last lesson of the course and as a way to revise, the student will come across a variety of exercises which will help consolidate and

evaluate any knowledge which has been acquired throughout the duration of the course.

  English Dexway Academy - Level C2 - Course 2

    Unit 1

      Instructions

Functions: Giving instructions - Grammar: Passives with "get" (more colloquial). Compound nouns: noun+noun, noun+gerund and

gerund+noun. Passive constructions: it is to be done, etc. - Vocabulary: Meditation Handicrafts Electrical appliances.

      The first Americans

Functions: Talking about the history of America - Grammar: Verbs+prepositions/ adverbs: blame for, refer to, warn of, etc. - Vocabulary:

American Indians.

      Diversity is the spice of life

Functions: Talking about diversity - Grammar: Ways of comparing: irregular adjectives (farther, elder, hard, fast, etc); more and more or

bigger and bigger; qualifiers (even more, far less, etc. ); by far the most, at least, as.... as. Abstract nouns used as countables: it's a pity/

shame that; it's a wonder, an interest in, etc. - Vocabulary: Races Customs.
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      What's on the box?

Functions: Talking about TV - Grammar: Synonyms - Vocabulary: The television: documentaries, soap operas, quiz programmes,

comedies.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons.

    Unit 2

      Tarzan of the apes

Functions: Talking about popular culture: Tarzan of the Apes - Grammar: Adverbs+adverb phrases/ sentence adverb . Adverbs of manner,

place and time. Position of the adverbs - Vocabulary: Films Books

      Travelling in space

Functions: Talking about life in the future - Grammar: Expressions with have: have a meal, an operation, etc. - Vocabulary: The space.

      Fly me to the moon - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read a written passage of text about the possibility of travelling to space. The text is followed by questions in a

sequential order that elicit students’ skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general meaning, particular

details and logical inferences. The suggested activities comprise multiple-choice, paragraph sequence and matching statements with their

corresponding sections.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons.

    Unit 3

      Natural disasters

Functions: Talking about natural disasters - Grammar: Types of conditionals: first conditional Prepositions+gerund : For putting out fire, on

seeing an accident, by helping others, in using the lift. - Vocabulary: Natural disasters.

      Sleep and dreams

Functions: Talking about dreams - Grammar: Uses of the relative pronoun: that, who, which, whose, where, when and what. - Vocabulary:

Dreams.

      You're as old as you feel

Functions: Expressing health problems due to the old age - Grammar: Expressions: you're as old as you feel, leaves a lot to be desired,

etc. Replacing relative clauses with gerund and infinitive. Masculine+femenine words - Vocabulary: Parts of the human body Illnesses.

      Advertising - Strategies

Functions: Expressing different ways of advertising I - Grammar: Adjectives+infinitives: it was nice/rude of you to do that Foreign words in

common use:French, Spanish, German , Italian, Chinese and Indian words into the English language. - Vocabulary: Advertising I.

      Test exercises

    Unit 4

      Advertising - Products and messages

Functions: Expressing different ways of advertising II - Grammar: Units and containers: packet, box, cartons, bottle, jar, jug, etc. -

Vocabulary: Advertising II Organic food The Royal Navy Magazine subscription.

      Learning to write

Functions: The history of writing - Grammar: Subordinate clauses - Vocabulary: Archeological discoveries.

      Stories from over the world

Functions: Talking about the American literature - Grammar: Common expressions: and they lived happily ever after, once upon a time,

etc. Narrative tense: past simple, past continuous, past perfect, past perfect continuous, used to+would, was/were about to/ going to. -

Vocabulary: Tales.

      Great minds

Functions: Talking about famous people and their discoveries - Grammar: Reported speech:unchanged verbs and time expressions in

reported speech. - Vocabulary: Inventions.
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      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons.

    Unit 5

      Twentieth century breakthroughs

Functions: Talking about the beginning of the twentieth century - Grammar: English common expressions: comes first, there's a lot to be

said for..., etc. Uses of some/any/no/none. - Vocabulary: The television Housework Electrical appliances: the vacuum cleaner.

      Choosing your pet

Functions: Talking about animals - Grammar: Complaints and irritation Verbs followed by an infinitive with to. Try, mean, hope, etc.

Euphemisms and understatement: she's poorly, under the weather, etc. - Vocabulary: Animals.

      Mythical creatures and psychic powers in animals

Functions: Talking about legends - Grammar: Useful English expressions: as you wish/ please yourself, long in the tooth, etc. -

Vocabulary: Legends Mythical Beasts.

      Test exercises

    Unit 6

      Here is the news

Functions: Expressing how to write news - Grammar: Noun+full infinitive: the ability to discover, one's decision to discover, etc.

Verb+that+should ( formal language): they advised that we should visit, etc. - Vocabulary: Newspapers.

      Social trends

Functions: Talking about society - Grammar: Uses of let and may. Infinitive expressions: to be about to, to make up one's mind to, to set

out to, etc. - Vocabulary: Social background.

      In the beginning...

Functions: Talking about the beginning of the earth - Grammar: Verbs followed by gerund or infinitive - Vocabulary: Biology The space.

      Test exercises

In the last lesson of this unit, students find a variety of exercises carefully chosen to consolidate and evaluate the language skills acquired

in previous lessons.

    Unit 7

      The end of the world

Functions: Talking about the end of the world - Grammar: English common expressions: all things considered, in vain, not to mention, on

the verge of, under threat and we can be safe in assuming. Noun+clause+that It is a shame/ miracle, etc. Verb+possessive+gerund I

dread/ don't mind his paying, etc. - Vocabulary: Religion.

      Travel broadens the mind

Functions: Talking about travelling abroad - Grammar: Changes from a noun into a verb - Vocabulary: Travels Health School leavers

Novels National parks.

      Quiz

Functions: Talking about TV programmes - Grammar: Review lesson - Vocabulary: Quiz shows.

      Journey to success - Reading comprehension

In this lesson students read several reviews of self-help books. The text is followed by questions in a sequential order that elicit students’

skills on active reading. Readers are asked to peruse the passage for the general meaning, particular details and logical inferences. The

suggested activities comprise multiple-choice and matching statements with their corresponding sections.

      Test exercises

    Course revision

      Final test

In this last lesson of the course and as a way to revise, the student will come across a variety of exercises which will help consolidate and

evaluate any knowledge which has been acquired throughout the duration of the course.


